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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to examine twelfth-century Cistercian and Premonstratensian texts in order to discern teachings about charity, action and contemplation. Previous scholarship has differentiated Cistercian and Premonstratensian attitudes towards teaching, action and contemplation. This thesis analyses texts to discern whether there are differences between Cistercians and Premonstratensians in terms of their attitudes towards charity, action and contemplation, and whether they connect these terms. Building on conclusions reached by previous scholarship, this thesis proceeds by providing context and detailed analyses of these works.

The first chapter examines the history of monasticism from the third until the twelfth century: the origins of monasticism, Western monastic development with particular regard to Cistercians and Premonstratensians, medieval rules, as well as medieval education and exegesis. The second chapter views Cistercian teachings within De consideratione by Bernard of Clairvaux and The Mirror of Charity by Aelred of Rievaulx. It first introduces the life and works of Bernard and Aelred, then provides the context for each text. Texts are analysed in terms of content, structure, themes, as well as claims and justifications concerning charity, action and contemplation, using the Latin text in order to discern where authors use such terms as “caritas”, “contemplatio” and others. The third chapter proceeds in the same manner, viewing Premonstratensian texts: Epistola apologetica and Book One of Anticimenon by Anselm of Havelberg; On the Knowledge of Clerics by Philip of Harvengt and Sermon XII by Adam Scot.

This thesis draws several conclusions: charity is an underlying concept in all the texts. Discussing meditation or reading may imply contemplation.
concerning action and contemplation differ regardless whether the writer was Cistercian or Premonstratensian. Philip of Harvengt is closest to combining all three terms in his teachings.
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Introduction

Medieval religious life comprised theoretical ideals and actual practice. This thesis is more closely related to the former, analysing twelfth-century Cistercian and Premonstratensian teachings concerning charity, action and contemplation. In order to place these teachings in context, the first chapter views the history of monasticism until the twelfth century, outlining the rise of two different and widespread orders, Cistercians and Premonstratensians. The second and third chapters examine texts by providing context as well as close readings. The second chapter views Cistercian treatises – *De consideratione* by Bernard of Clairvaux and *The Mirror of Charity* by Aelred of Rievaulx. The third chapter examines Premonstratensian texts: *Epistola apologetica* and Book One of *Anticimenon* by Anselm of Havelberg; *On the Knowledge of Clerics* by Philip of Harvengt and *Sermon XII* by Adam Scot. These writers address charity, action and contemplation to varying extents, demonstrating differences in their teachings. This thesis will conclude by identifying these differences as well as similarities, suggesting the significance of these concepts for the religious life.
Chapter I: Monasticism from the third to the twelfth century

Purpose and origins

Christian monasticism based on the Gospel is directed towards union with God. “Christian renunciation of the world” — asceticism, withdrawal, and renunciation of marriage and property — is the means for reaching that union. Although ascetic practices are also associated with other religions, including ancient Greco-Roman philosophical traditions of Stoicism and Neoplatonism, reliance on the Gospel makes Christian monasticism unique. The cry in the wilderness according to Mark, Christ’s venture into the desert, and the teaching to sell all possessions and keep all the commandments in order to be saved are all examples from the Gospel. Christian monks therefore follow evangelical guidelines in order to reach “union with God through prayer.”

Assuming that original sin undermines reason and the senses, newness of life can still be reached:

“[It] could only be realised in this life by the continual mortification of the natural appetites and the progressive purification of the mind. In the solitude, beyond the frontiers of human society and freed from its distractions and temptation, a man might through grace achieve that detachment from created things that led him in prayer to the supreme encounter with God.”

---

3 Lawrence, *Monasticism*, 3.
Although earliest Christian monasticism is clearly ascetic, the identity of the earliest ascetics – the unmarried and celibate who lived in voluntary poverty, devoted to prayer and good works – is uncertain. Ascetics possibly lived among the earliest Christian communities; they might have been anchorites, desert solitaries living in Egypt and Palestine at the end of the third century. In either case, third-century Christian withdrawal is reported in the Egyptian desert from the start of Decius’s persecutions in 250-51. Some Christians remained withdrawn from the world after persecutions ended.

Early Egyptian asceticism “reflects the dominance of the east Roman provinces in the polity of the early Church, and particularly the leading role played by the church of Alexandria in the theological world of the patristic age.” By the fourth century, laypeople also migrated from towns to hermit colonies in the Judaean wilderness. The Egyptian ascetic movement branched into eremitic solitary life (from the Greek eremos or “desert”), and cenobitical monasticism (from the Greek koionos or “common”). Cenobitical monasticism signified ascetic life in a community or monastery. St Anthony (c. 251- c. 350) and St Pachomius (c. 292- 346) are the acknowledged founders of eremitic and cenobitical monasticism respectively. Both branches inspired medieval monasticism in Eastern and Western Christendom.

Christianity became further accepted in the fourth century. The Edict of Milan ended Christian persecution in 313, and Emperor Constantine looked to the Church for

---

4 Peter King, Western Monasticism: A History of the Monastic Movement in the Latin Church (Michigan: Cistercian Publications, 1999), 15
5 King, Western Monasticism, 15; 31.
6 Lawrence, Monasticism, 4.
7 King, Western Monasticism, 16-17.
8 Lawrence, Monasticism, 4.
9 Lawrence, Monasticism, 1.
10 Lawrence, Monasticism, 4; cf. King, Western Monasticism, 16.
support. Christianity became a state religion, and bishops were appointed as the emperor’s advisers, holding positions in court. Monks, however, continued to avoid worldly influence, living ascetically.\(^{11}\) Monasticism eventually spread from the desert to the West through refugee bishops, such as Athanasius, and ascetics (Cassian moved to Gaul from the East), as well as literature. The influential *Life of St Anthony* and other desert Fathers’ lives were written in Latin, as well as Cassian’s *Conferences* and *Institutes* which were foundational for Western spirituality.\(^{12}\) Western monks also travelled to Syria and Egypt (Jerome journeyed to a Syrian hermitage in 374).\(^{13}\)

After spreading to the West, monasticism in the fifth century extended northward from Marseilles and Lérins. This “fringe phenomenon” became absorbed into the ecclesiastical structure. After the Council of Chalcedon in 451 monasteries were proclaimed subject to bishops who approved new foundations; monks “[were not to] interfere in ecclesiastical business.”\(^{14}\) By the fifth century transmission of desert asceticism from the East to the West was complete. The monastic rules appeared as the “coherent plan” for monastic communities. The earliest rules were composed by St Caesarius of Arles, the anonymous Master and St Benedict, all of whom were inspired by traditions from the East.\(^{15}\)

\(^{11}\) King, *Western Monasticism*, 27-28.
\(^{12}\) Lawrence, *Monasticism*, 10-12.
\(^{13}\) Lawrence, *Monasticism*, 12-14.
\(^{15}\) Lawrence, *Monasticism*, 14-16.
Western monasticism until the twelfth century

From the early Middle Ages until the twelfth century, Western monasticism continued to expand and began to branch into various orders. Benedictine monasticism, foundational for medieval monasticism, originated in sixth-century Italy when Gothic invasions marked the end of the Western Roman Empire. Italy was politically unstable and in decline. Rule frequently changed – from Justinian’s arrival in 535 to the Lombard invasions in 568. By the end of the sixth century, circumstances for monasticism in Italy were poor. Gregory the Great, wishing for improvement, attempted to raise monastic administrative standards. He declared St Benedict and the Benedictine Rule exemplars for Latin monasticism, praising the Rule for its clarity. Although primitive Benedictine monasticism under St Benedict was short-lived, as the Lombards destroyed his Montecassino monastery in 577, the Benedictine Rule survived. It gradually became the standard monastic rule in England and France by the ninth century, and eventually all Western Europe.

The Cistercian order originated in the eleventh century. Robert of Molesme, a former Benedictine, created a new monastic foundation at Molesme. However, he left in 1097 with followers Alberic and Stephen, preferring a more austere interpretation of the Benedictine Rule, creating another foundation at Citeaux (also called “the New Monastery”). However, he was recalled to Molesme in 1099 by Archbishop Hugh of Die. Alberic became abbot of Citeaux, which faced difficult circumstances. Eventually the Cistercian order became highly organized, led by influential leaders and

---

16 Cf. King, *Western Monasticism*, fn. 100, 100.
17 King, *Western Monasticism*, fn. 1, 103.
18 King, *Western Monasticism*, 103-112.
exemplifying the new monastic ideals of its age. Stephen Harding (d. 1134), former Benedictine oblate, succeeded Alberic as Citeaux’s abbot after 1099, gaining endowments for Citeaux’s survival. Its charter *Carta caritatis* was written because Stephen wished for strict application of the Benedictine Rule.  

Around the same time, canons regular also emerged. Alternatively called “regular canons” or “Augustinians”, canons regular were priests who lived in common. They have been described as a “hybrid order of clerical monks, congregations of clergy living under a monastic rule.” Their origins are found within the eleventh and twelfth-century Gregorian Reform which claimed that apostles were monks, and that secular clergy as heirs to apostolic office should imitate the apostles. The reform aimed for extensive renewal of community and the separation of clergy from secular affairs. This was achieved in varying ways: some clergymen formed their own groups; more often a bishop ordered reform. In other instances, clergy and laity organised themselves with the aid of a bishop. Legislation regarding priests was changed – while the council of Aachen in 817 had allowed priests or canons to divide revenues into prebends, legislation created by councils in Rome in 1059 and 1063 prescribed the use of the Augustinian Rule for canons regular. They were to live similarly to monks, living frugally, fasting, performing complex liturgy and showing obedience to a superior. Although canons took an oath, this was not a monastic vow. Interpretations and later versions of Augustine’s Rule varied. Some called for stricter routine than others, such as Norbert of Xanten (1085-1134), an itinerant preacher who settled in

---

20 King, *Western Monasticism*, 170-173; cf. fn. 50, 171.
21 Lawrence, *Monasticism*, 160.
22 Ibid.
Prémontré. 24 Hence Premonstratensians or Norbertines were a type of canons regular. The life of canons regular attracted scholars and contemplatives. “Augustinian canon” could also signify cathedral or hospital clerics, town priors, chapel staff, or enclosed contemplatives such as the Premonstratensians. 25

**Medieval rules**

The Benedictine and Augustinian Rules were the main influence for subsequent medieval rules, including Cistercian and Premonstratensian documents. 26 Gregory the Great (c. 540) reported that St Benedict of Nursia (c. 480-550), abbot of Montecassino, composed the Benedictine Rule; Gregory’s witness dates the Rule to the sixth century. 27 This Rule outlines monastic spiritual doctrine and regulations, stressing moderation. 28 Its spiritual doctrine comprises ascetical guidelines, administrative roles, a catalogue of good works, and the virtues of obedience, silence and humility. Regulations stipulate liturgical, penitential and satisfaction codes, admission, and other practices. 29 The Rule also specifies the formation and profession of novices. 30 Prayer, reading and work were at the core of the schedule. The Divine Office was celebrated

---

24 King, *Western Monasticism*, 191-192; fn. 169, 192.
28 Peifer, “The Rule of St Benedict,” 91-96; see “The Rule of St Benedict” (hereafter cited as *RB*), in *The Rule of St Benedict*, trans. Timothy Horner et al., 156-197; on moderation, see *RB*, Prologue 46-47; 39-40; 64.17.
30 Claude Peifer, “Monastic Formation and Profession,” in *The Rule of St. Benedict*, 458; see *RB* 58.7; 58.16.
seven times during the day, with Vigils at night.\textsuperscript{31} Reading (\textit{lectio}) was allocated approximately four hours a day, including private prayer, meditation and memorization of the Bible. Monks regularly reviewed the Word of God by reflecting on Scripture and exegesis.\textsuperscript{32} While work supported the monks, their guests and the sick, and included maintenance of the monastery, it was not practised outside the monastery in the spirit of apostolic life.\textsuperscript{33} However, the Rule stresses: “[The] Lord waits for us daily to translate into action, as we should, his holy teachings.”\textsuperscript{34}

The Cistercian \textit{Charter of Charity} was compiled by Stephen Harding circa 1117 (confirmed by Calixtus II in 1119).\textsuperscript{35} The aim of their \textit{Charter} was to ensure pure observance of the Benedictine Rule, and consistent observance of customs, ceremony and discipline by all Cistercians.\textsuperscript{36} Certain chants and books were used to ensure uniform worship, so “that [Cistercians] may all dwell in one love and under one rule and with like custom.”\textsuperscript{37} The \textit{Charter of Charity} was so titled “because it casts off the burden of all exactions, pursues love alone and promotes the welfare of souls in things human and divine.”\textsuperscript{38} The decree proclaims “with what love the monks of their Order, though separated in body in abbeys in different parts of the world, might be knit together inseparably in spirit.”\textsuperscript{39}

\begin{footnotes}
\item\textsuperscript{31} \textit{RB}, 8; 16.
\item\textsuperscript{32} \textit{RB}, 4.55; 4.56.
\item\textsuperscript{33} Mark Sheridan et al., “Introduction,” in \textit{The Rule of St Benedict}, 96; on care of the sick and weak, see \textit{RB} 35-36.
\item\textsuperscript{34} \textit{RB}, Prol. 35.
\item\textsuperscript{36} \textit{English Historical Documents}, 737-8; cf. \textit{Charter of Charity}, 15 (hereafter cited as \textit{CC} with clause number), in \textit{English Historical Documents}, 738-742; see PL 166, col. 1377-1584.
\item\textsuperscript{37} \textit{CC}, 4.
\item\textsuperscript{38} \textit{CC}, Prefatory clause
\item\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
\end{footnotes}
The fourth-century Augustinian Rule was another major influence within medieval monasticism. Various scholars argue for various dates and circumstances of its composition, the earliest possible date being 391, but in Lawless’s view more likely circa 397, around the time Augustine left the lay monastery at Hippo for his new episcopal residence. It was possibly composed for the Hippo monastery which had been granted to him while he was presbyter, and where he was resolved to live as a monk. The Rule’s history is intricate and at times vague. It is associated with an array of texts (Lawless identifies eight legislative works and a letter, including *Ordo monasterii* and *Praeceptum*) whose authorship is debated. Scholarship suggests that the original Rule was later adapted by other writers who assembled several texts. For instance, one version consists of the opening of the *Ordo* and the full text of the *Praeceptum*. The *Ordo* articulates the principle of mutual love in communal living: “Love God above all else, dearest brothers, then your neighbour also, because these are the precepts given us as primary principles.” The *Praeceptum* gives guidance for communal living, common property and status, prayer, reading and personal conduct. The main motivation for a shared life is harmonious living, “and to have one heart and one soul seeking God.” This spiritual and ascetic programme is expressed in broader terms than Benedict’s Rule.

---

From the eleventh century onwards, the Augustinian Rule was gradually adopted by canons regular, Premonstratensians and others. The eleventh-century version or “received text” of the Augustinian Rule was adopted as “Regula recepta” in the early twelfth century under pope Gelasius II. Canons regular followed the Rule in the twelfth century to varying degrees. Premonstratensians adopted it in 1121, following a stricter interpretation. However, after Norbert founded another community of canons regular in Magdeburg, Hugh de Fosses compiled new statutes for Prémontré. While Norbert’s apostolic life had been centred around organised poverty and preaching, Hugh’s statutes were modelled on the customs of Cluny and the Cistercian Carta caritatis, and directed towards living in enclosure and contemplation. Eventually the Order diverged into different factions due to different interpretations of vita apostolica.

**Medieval education, monastic thought, exegesis**

The monastery, cathedral libraries and schools, and urban schools were all institutions of learning within the medieval period. The sixth to eleventh centuries are termed the “monastic centuries of education.” Monasteries provided education for the community and child-oblates, preserved classical thought, and produced monastic

45 Burton, Religious Orders, 43; Bavel, Rule of Augustine, 6; cf. Lawrence, Monasticism, 163.
48 Lawrence, Monasticism 167-8; Madigan, Medieval Christianity, 162.
theology.\textsuperscript{50} Since Late Antiquity education comprised the curriculum of the seven liberal arts divided into the Trivium and Quadrivium.\textsuperscript{51} The monastic school curriculum included the Trivium and Quadrivium, but rarely theology itself.\textsuperscript{52} Monastic and clerical writers alike used ancient classical literature, but their attitude towards pagan texts was ambiguous. Interest in the Classics certainly increased in the twelfth century when the growth of cities rose alongside the demand for skills in theology, law and medicine, as well as logic in the latter half of the century.\textsuperscript{53} The use of classics ranged from free citation, sometimes without acknowledgement, to interpretation and use in the curriculum.\textsuperscript{54} These texts were the best examples of Latin, highly appreciated for their aesthetic, intellectual and, arguably, moral value: “To put the in contact with the best models would, at one and the same time, develop their taste for the beautiful, their literary subtlety, as well as their moral sense.”\textsuperscript{55} In the eleventh century, monastic schools faced decline, as they were situated in remote locations and were generally less concerned with scholarship, while cathedral and urban schools rose in prominence alongside growing cities. However, Benedictine authors were consistently prominent; Cistercians eventually developed an interest in academic learning as well.\textsuperscript{56}

Eleventh and twelfth-century monastic thought is characterised by humanism and exegesis. Humanism broadly refers to thought about human nature, associated with the cultivation of the personal for the good. Key notions include introspection,
friendship, relationships among people and with God, and Christ’s humanity and suffering. Southern aruges that largely due to monasteries, humanism reached “one of its greatest ages within Europe: perhaps the greatest of all” within the period 1100-1320. Medieval humanism is understood as a precursor to the more widely recognised humanism of the Renaissance. Exegesis was a significant expression of medieval theology. Scripture permeated medieval thought and literature: “Bible study represented the highest branch of learning.” In the Latin Middle Ages a “quasi-scholastic” memory aid was gradually created, a “doctrine relative to the four senses of Sacred Scripture” – the literal, allegorical, moral, and anagogical. For instance, as Constable demonstrates, Mary of Bethany and Martha were interpreted as symbolising action and contemplation. Bible reading or lectio divina was part of the monastic routine. Depending on the religious order, learning could be viewed as “serious” in the scientific sense rather than “holy”. Some orders had biblical scholars of their own. Exegesis and divine reading in schools and monasteries converged to some extent. However, schools “[concentrated] themselves into universities in the course of the twelfth century. One must take into account both the spiritual moods of the cloister and the course of study prescribed by the academic syllabus.”

60 Giles Constable, Three Studies in Medieval Religious and Social Thought: The Interpretation of Mary and Martha, the Ideal of the Imitation of Christ, the Orders of Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995)
61 Smalley, Study of the Bible, xxx-xxxi.
To conclude, religious life developed from obscurity into widespread and highly-organized institutions. By the twelfth century, numerous religious orders were regulated by rules that resulted from interpretations of the earlier Benedictine and Augustinian rules. Early medieval monasticism preserved and developed education, literature and theology allowing twelfth-century thought to emerge.
Chapter II: Cistercian teachings of charity, action and contemplation

Introduction

Charity is a ubiquitous theme in early Cistercian writing. Works analysed within this chapter reveal how twelfth-century Cistercian writers Bernard of Clairvaux and Aelred of Rievaulx made nuanced connections between charity, action and contemplation, contributing to theology, as well as monastic thought concerning monastic spirituality and ecclesiastical office. This chapter outlines the biographies of Bernard of Clairvaux and Aelred of Rievaulx, and introduces De consideratione and The Mirror of Charity. The analysis of each of these works will reveal the content, structure, themes and claims about charity, action and contemplation.

St Bernard of Clairvaux: life; works; context of De consideratione

As a major figure of medieval Western Europe, St Bernard of Clairvaux was engaged throughout his life with high matters of Church and State, and was a prolific writer. Due to the monumental contribution, not to mention the complexity of his interaction with major figures and events, his biography is only briefly outlined here.

St Bernard of Clairvaux (1090 – 1153) was born into Burgundian nobility, and schooled by canons regular at St.-Vorles near Dijon. In 1113 he entered the Citeaux

---

monastery together with thirty relatives and friends. Sent to establish Clairvaux in Champagne in 1115, he was soon elected abbot, creating sixty-eight foundations in total. Writing several works in the 1120s, such as On Loving God, Bernard became involved in politics and the administration of Clairvaux’s daughter-houses. From 1135 he interpreted Song of Songs through a series of sermons which became an ongoing project until his death, and were left unfinished. Bernard was also engaged in a theological dispute against Abelard’s teachings, the first of these starting in 1140. During this decade he was engaged in promoting a Crusade by request of Eugene III, and wrote other works, including the treatise De consideratione. On his return to Clairvaux from a mission in Metz, he died on August 20, 1153. Bernard was a dominant figure within Citeaux’s second monastic generation. Widely acclaimed for his genius and originality, he is also called “the last Father of the Church”. Scholarship concerning Bernard’s life and work has been prolific, showing continual interest in his written works, particularly his affective spirituality and theology.

Bernard’s body of work includes treatises, sermons and letters. Scholarship usually focuses on certain themes such as “eschatological humanism,” and the human body and soul. Sommerfeldt concludes, for instance, that Bernard teaches a strong unity between the two both before and after the Fall, the human soul being restored

---

64 On abbacy, see Evans, Mind, 3; on missions to Clairvaux and elsewhere, see Leclercq, “Introduction,” in Bernard of Clairvaux, 16.
66 Evans, Mind, 3.
through the body.\textsuperscript{71} Others note Bernard’s affective mysticism bridging the divide between love of God and love of neighbour which, in Bernard’s view, are united.\textsuperscript{72} He is best known for his work on connections between the human and the divine. That Bernard wrote considerably about human nature should not draw away attention from the fact that his work remains theological.\textsuperscript{73}

Bernard’s writing also shows understanding of administrative affairs and leadership; in his own time he was chastised for being involved in court and councils as a monk.\textsuperscript{74} As Evans notes, Bernard is associated with the dual aspect of monasticism and administration. Bernard was aware of these paradoxes, believing that God can balance both sides.\textsuperscript{75} Smith goes further by claiming Bernard dismissed a divide between action and contemplation. Although Bernard’s writing reveals his personal misgivings, these are resolved by him through the notion of spiritual marriage (a theme of the \textit{Sermons on the Song of Songs}) which reconciles the vocations of prayer and service.\textsuperscript{76}

\textit{De consideratione} might be considered an example illustrating this “unbearable paradox” facing Pope Eugene III.\textsuperscript{77} Bernard realises the pope’s need to pay great attention to ecclesiastical administration, yet also the need for contemplation. Bernard

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{Evans2} Evans, \textit{Mind of St Bernard}, 218-223; see Bernard, \textit{De Gradibus Humilitatis}.
\end{thebibliography}
encourages balance and advises a unity of purpose: the execution must be moderate as well as balanced, and the purpose of his life ultimately should be to realize God fully in his life and to live for Him.

Bernard wrote *De consideratione* having acted as a papal advisor for Innocent II from 1131. From this point until his death in 1153, Bernard advised subsequent popes, undertaking missions to reconcile various parties, preached the Second Crusade, and influenced ecclesiastical reform in his own right. These developments involved meeting Lothar III and interactions with other rulers and kingdoms (Germany, France, England) which in turn affected the papacy.\(^78\) When Eugene III was elected pope (1145-1153), the Cistercian Order had been expanding throughout Europe, and was urging reform by appealing to the papacy.\(^79\) Italy, however, resisted the papacy, Rome rebelling against temporal rule in 1143 and declaring the renewal of the republic. This rebellion outlasted Eugene’s papacy. By Bernard’s death in 1153, however, the papacy had centralised its power within Germany, England, France, Portugal and elsewhere.\(^80\)

Bernard recognized the value of papal leadership, which he believed was meant to draw people to the Lord. He also realized the interplay of power, saintliness and manipulation for purposes of spiritual government.\(^81\) A concrete consideration within *De consideratione* is Rome itself, which had rebelled against papal power in the 1140s, the uprising continuing in the following decade. Hence Bernard’s consideration of the City and Curia, especially the rebellion of the City which Eugene is invited to meet with preaching or excommunication instead of military intervention.\(^82\)

---

\(^78\) Kennan, “Introduction,” 6-8.  
\(^80\) Kennan, “Introduction,” 10-11.  
\(^81\) Kennan, “Introduction,” 12.  
Eugene’s own career began upon entering the Clairvaux monastery in 1138. His career in the Church swiftly progressed, and he succeeded Lucius II as pope in 1145. Bernard initially wrote Eugene a letter offering advice. According to Smith, Bernard’s letter to the Curia demonstrates indignation at the result: “God have mercy on you; what have you done?” He considered Eugene a man “crucified to the world […] a beggar, a penitent, a rustic,” and emphasised that Eugene at this stage was taken “from the secrets of contemplation and the sweet solitude of his heart […] plunged into a vortex of great affairs like a child snatched from its mother’s arms.”

De consideratione was composed over a decade at different stages from 1148 until 1153. Scholarship notes Bernard’s sources: Scripture, the Church Fathers and classical sources, and the influence it has had in its own right from the twelfth to the twentieth century, being cited in works by Innocent III, William of Ockham, Petrarch, St Ignatius Loyola and Paul VI. Others compare it to Bernard’s other works examining action and contemplation.

St Aelred of Rievaulx: life, works and context of The Mirror of Charity

St Aelred of Rievaulx (c. 1110-1167) was born at Hexham, Northumberland. His father Eilaf was a married priest whose ancestors had been servants of the church for several generations: Eilaf’s father was a prebend at St Cuthbert’s shrine in Durham. Due to several ecclesiastical reforms instituted by Gregory VII and William the

---

Conqueror, Aelred’s father moved several times between Durham and Hexham.\textsuperscript{86} Aelred’s early education probably included learning Latin.\textsuperscript{87} During his youth Aelred became associated with royal circles, sent to the court of King David I (1124-1153) at Roxborough. This followed a feudal tradition of training sons in manners and forming their connections among the upper class. Aelred was raised with prince Henry, heir to the throne, and David’s step-sons Simon and Waldef. Life at Roxborough was part of the broader Anglo-Norman culture. Aelred possibly acted as steward here, perhaps pursuing a classical education by reading Cicero’s \textit{De amicitia}.\textsuperscript{88}

While on a mission to York circa 1134, Aelred discovered his vocation when he visited Rievaulx and later entered it as a novice.\textsuperscript{89} He soon became representative of the abbot at Rome circa 1142 for a legal controversy. Around this time he met St Bernard at Clairvaux, and started writing \textit{The Mirror of Charity}. Aelred became a novice master, writing short conferences which he later used for writing \textit{Mirror}.\textsuperscript{90} Called to lead the foundation of Revesby Abbey, Lincolnshire in 1143, he probably undertook writing sermons and notes. There is no information regarding Aelred’s leadership of Revesby itself, but he acted as its abbot between 1143-47. At this time he also headed a mission group for Hoyland Abbey which converted into a Cistercian abbey, and assisted Gilbert of Sempringham in the administration of the newly founded Gilbertine Order’s double-monasteries.\textsuperscript{91}

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{90} Roby, “Introduction,” 8-9; Dumont, “Introduction,” 27-9; 55.

\end{footnotesize}
In 1147, Aelred was called to act as Rievaulx’s abbot after Abbot Maurice resigned. Aelred’s activity was concerned with the administration of approximately six hundred monks, visiting daughter houses (Wardon, Melrose and Dundrennan) and the General Chapter. Around this time he also began writing *Spiritual Friendship*, but stopped composing it for twenty years. In the last decade of his life, Aelred suffered from poor health, and died January 12, 1167. Although his sanctification was not officially ratified, as canonization at that time was not yet a centralised process, he was named a saint by his fellow Cistercians, and styled “Bernard of the North.”

Aelred’s legacy was the circulation and articulation of Cistercian ideas, the Cistercian order itself having been established around the same time as Aelred was born. Stephen Harding was head of Citeaux in 1109, and Bernard of Clairvaux entered that monastery in 1113. Rievaulx was founded in 1132 following orders by King Henry and Clairvaux Abbey, as well as the support of Archbishop Thurstan and the grant of land by Walter Espec. Aelred entered it soon after, his own conversion happening during the expansion of the Cistercian Order and its spiritual doctrines. However, Cistercians co-existed with other religious orders in England, some of whom objected to strict Cistercian practices.

Aelred’s works include sermons, historical works, spiritual treatises and hymns: *Genealogy of the Kings of England*, a homily and *vita* about St Edward the Confessor, various hymns and *De anima*, a philosophical treatise and last work. He also wrote a *vita* of St Ninian; *Spiritual Friendship* is his other best-known work. Scholarship

---

about Aelred generally falls into categories of textual analysis and biographical studies,\textsuperscript{96} historical studies of Rievaulx,\textsuperscript{97} lists of Aelred’s works,\textsuperscript{98} translations,\textsuperscript{99} and studies of his humanistic literary style.\textsuperscript{100}

*The Mirror of Charity*, Aelred’s first work, was compiled from his notes and letters, including new insertions.\textsuperscript{101} There is no firm date for its composition: according to Walter Daniel and judging from *Mirror* itself, Aelred composed it within a year (1142-1143), assuming that Bernard suggested he write when Aelred visited Clairvaux in 1142. Alternatively, Aelred wrote the first draft during 1142-43 and completed the final version later judging by the length of the work.\textsuperscript{102}

An aspect of its historical context is the existence of other religious orders, such as the black monks and regular canons, some of whom believed Cistercian monasticism was too strict for leading a life of charity and contemplation. Bernard asked that these objections be answered by Aelred in *Mirror*.\textsuperscript{103} From a literary viewpoint, works titled “Mirror” were common in the Middle Ages, and usually concerned knowledge or morality. St Augustine composed the first of such works, *De Scriptura sacra speculum*. Imagery of mirrors and reflection appears in citations by other authors.\textsuperscript{104} Scholarship


\textsuperscript{100} Bouyer, *Cistercian Heritage*, 125-160.

\textsuperscript{101} Dumont, “Introduction,” 59-63; 67.


\textsuperscript{103} Dumont, “Introduction,” 28.

about Mirror includes analysis of composition,105 analysis of genre106 and explications of the text.107

Analysis: De consideratione by Bernard of Clairvaux

Content and general structure

De consideratione is a treatise by Bernard advising Pope Eugene III in papal office. Bernard outlines Eugene’s duties, paying close attention to Eugene as an individual acting within the ecclesiastical administration. He emphasises that the pope may act best if he takes time to consider himself and others whilst recognizing that all, including those in highest office, are subjected by the overarching rule of God, and are affected by His actions and attributes as Creator, Savior and Judge.

The treatise comprises five books. The preface describes Eugene’s request for the work and Bernard’s response as “maternal obligation.”108 Book One describes Eugene’s office, combining an illustration of Eugene’s nature, his evil surroundings, and the virtues. Bernard remarks on Eugene’s transition from solitude to ecclesiastical office, which is the cause and occasion for giving advice. Bernard here merely mentions consideration as a necessity, describing its effects and difficulties of application in Eugene’s situation.109 Book Two describes the historical period, and

108 DC, Preface.
investigates consideration more closely, differentiating consideration from contemplation. Bernard distinguishes four objects or areas of consideration: the self, which he discusses in greater depth, and below, around and above oneself. Book Three views consideration of that which is below the pope – within and outside the Church. He demonstrates the arrangement of offices under the pontiff and the bonds of obedience between offices, the need for order in monasteries, and censure of false doctrines. Bernard invites Eugene to act as debtor to Jew, Greek and Gentile, as well as the oppressed and ambitious. This shows Eugene to be a universal figure to all people, particularly in all areas of the Church. Book Four describes that which is situated around Pope Eugene – that which is really below him, but is troublesome (City, Curia and household). Unlike the previous book, which provides a broader description of the pope’s place within the world and ecclesiasical structures, Book Four discusses entities and individuals the pope would contend with daily. Book Five reflects on consideration of God and heavenly beings, reviewing the definition of consideration and its relation to contemplation.

Stylistically, Kennan notes and contrasts the prosaic beginning of Book One with the “celestial finale” of Book Five. In terms of subject, Bernard claims that Books 1-4 concern action. Discussing Eugene’s consideration of self, that below and around him within these books, Bernard connects actions in office to consideration itself. Book Five raises the outlook to non-earthly entities, and returns to the discussion of consideration and contemplation started in Book Two.

110 DC, II.
111 DC, III.
112 DC, IV.
113 DC, V.
115 DC, I:1.1.
The main line of argument is difficult to discern because its genre lies between a spiritual and theocratic treatise. As Kennan observes:

“Despite the clear principes on which De consideratione is organized, it is a very difficult work. Written for two distinct ends, it is both a treatise on the politics of theocracy and a paternal admonition to a spiritual son whose very soul is imperiled by his office. Bernard wrote as an abbot [:] he also wrote as a political strategist, and in this treatise he inextricably mixed the two modes of thought.”\textsuperscript{116}

This allows us to see that Bernard articulates a third main line throughout the text, namely paradox: there are tensions awaiting for Eugene between spirituality and responsibility, as a Cistercian and pope. Kennan finds this tension usual: “[The] paradox exists for every pope. […] Paradox is at the very heart of spiritual government.”\textsuperscript{117} Bernard reveals this tension, yet offers a middle course of moderation, the “classical rule of virtue: moderation in all things.”\textsuperscript{118} As Smith notes, \textit{De consideratione} is coherent in its pastoral instructions “towards a new spiritual orientation,” even though Bernard personally found himself in the “ambiguous existence” of monastic seclusion and public action.\textsuperscript{119}

\textsuperscript{116} Kennan, “Introduction,” 15-16.  
\textsuperscript{117} Kennan, “Introduction,” 16.  
\textsuperscript{118} Kennan, “Introduction,” 16-17.  
\textsuperscript{119} Smith, “Contemplation and Action,” 14.
Structure

Book One

Book One discusses the demands of Eugene’s office, expressing the hope that he will neither harden his heart, nor be a slave. Bernard introduces the theme of consideration by observing: “[Action] suffers if not preceded by consideration.” Planning one’s actions demonstrates the harmony of virtues – prudence, fortitude and temperance. Consideration brings man to the mean between excess and necessity. Excess is foreshadowed by the discussion of civil and ecclesiastical courts. Bernard warns about those ambitious for office. Eugene is to distance himself from business matters, yet at the same time pass judgement on those doing evil.

Book Two

Having outlined the obvious areas of consideration in office, Bernard turns to the definition and objects of consideration. Consideration is defined as an investigation or the search for truth by the mind (elsewhere merely a search), whereas contemplation signifies knowing. The four objects of consideration are the self, and that which is below, around and above the self. Starting with Book Two, Bernard discusses the consideration of each object, providing practical advice in management of those spheres. The tension between spirit and responsibility is revealed.

This book explores consideration of the self by posing questions about what, who and what sort of person Eugene is – that is, man and Pope, characterised by

120 DC, I:5.6; I:1-4.
121 DC, I: 8.9.
123 DC, II-V.
various attributes. Bernard first describes who Eugene is as Pope, and who he was in his former profession as a Cistercian monk. From this he turns to examining the reason for election to the pontificate – service rather than rule. Inheriting his office from the Apostles and Prophets, the Pope’s office comprises going out to the world, and acting by serving.\textsuperscript{124} When discussing the sort of person Eugene is, seeing his attributes not ill-suited for office, Bernard advises him to acknowledge his own deficiencies.\textsuperscript{125} Returning to who Eugene is, Bernard lists many titles, comparing him to Old Testament figures and Christ. By interpreting passages about the Resurrection and St Peter, Bernard demonstrates that Eugene has power over others, emphasising his role as universal Shepherd.\textsuperscript{126} Bernard stresses that Eugene remains a man despite his office, explicitly distinguishing Eugene’s papal title from his humanity. The question “what he is” may also be considered alongside “what he was” – this never changes.\textsuperscript{127}

Bernard advises moderation and cautious self-consideration, taking into account what may be attributed to God, and what to oneself.\textsuperscript{128} Finally, Bernard offers practical advice on considering personal traits, forgiveness, action within tribulations, fleeing idleness, avoiding partiality towards sinners, and freedom from credulity.\textsuperscript{129}

\textit{Book Three}

Having considered that Eugene presides but does not rule, Bernard considers that which is below the pontificate.\textsuperscript{130} Re-emphasising Eugene’s role as a debtor and

\textsuperscript{124} \textit{DC}, II: 2.5- 6.12. \\
\textsuperscript{125} \textit{DC}, II: 7.14. \\
\textsuperscript{126} \textit{DC}, II: 8.15–16. \\
\textsuperscript{127} \textit{DC}, II: 9.17- 10.18. \\
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{DC}, II: 10.19. \\
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{DC}, II: 9.20- 14.23. \\
\textsuperscript{130} \textit{DC}, III: 1.1- 5.19.
servant, his service includes action outside and within the Church. On one hand, Eugene is to convert unbelievers, restrain or correct heretics, and engage with Jews and Gentiles. On the other, he must act within the Church, discerning how to act within court cases (advised merely to tolerate them). He also must act upon Church complaints, and apply threefold consideration of lawfulness, suitability and advantageousness in all undertakings. Finally, he must be vigilant over the entire universal Church – ensuring people obey clerics, and clerics their superiors. Monasteries and religious houses must maintain order, while false doctrines are to be censured.

Book Four

Bernard reviews the previous content of Books 1-3, in this book considering those around the pope – the City, Curia and papal household. When describing the clergy and Roman people, Bernard advises that they should be well ordered, yet admits the tumultuous nature of the Romans. He advises Eugene to preach to them, and attack them by word. Regarding the Curia, he advises how to choose colleagues and assistants, providing such figures as Martin and Geoffrey of Chartres as examples of excellence. Concerning his household, his staff should be delegated certain duties. Bernard advises how to choose assistants, suggesting Eugene be familiar with their character and how he should relate to them. Bernard delivers a statement on the Holy

131 DC, III: 1.1-3.
132 DC, III: 2.6-9.
134 DC, III: 5.19.
135 DC, IV: 1.1-7.23.
136 DC, IV: 1.1-3.7.
137 DC, IV: 4.9-5.16.
138 DC, IV: 6.17-22; on testing friends, see Aelred, Spiritual Friendship, III.108
Roman Church as mother rather than mistress of churches, reminding Eugene is its head, and inviting him to consider himself a mirror of Justice and friend of the Bridegroom. Bernard assures him that the Lord will provide him understanding.  

**Book Five**

Closing Bernard’s outline of consideration, Book Five views those things which are above – God and heavenly beings. Book Five differs from previous books: by Bernard’s own admission, Books 1-4 discuss action, whereas Book Five explores consideration alone. Secondly, its style is intensely meditative and theological as it reflects upon the divine character of God, devoting several sections on this topic. Thirdly, while Book Two defines consideration, distinguishing it from contemplation, Book Five reassesses this, describing consideration, contemplation and meditation in close succession when discussing the attributes of God. That is not to say these terms are understood identically by Bernard; however, they appear similar and are not distinguished within the latter section.

Considering non-earthly beings is, metaphorically speaking, a return home. Bernard views consideration in groups of three, such as practical, scientific and speculative consideration. Similarly, God and angels may be considered through opinion, faith and understanding, which accordingly rely on the appearance of truth, on authority, and reason. Bernard turns to considering various heavenly beings according to their rank – seraphim, cherubim, Dominions, Principalities, Powers,

---
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virtues and angels, justifying these categories according to the Old and New Testaments.\(^\text{145}\)

Bernard begins investigating God in terms of who, where and what God is.\(^\text{146}\) His Trinitarian theology emphasises the unity of Trinity as explained through faith, illustrating various types of unity, culminating with the example of the Supreme Unity of the Trinity.\(^\text{147}\) He also views the unity of Christ’s soul and body as an example of a person’s unity, and discusses matters of Marian theology.\(^\text{148}\) Recapitulating, Bernard attempts to describe God through salvation, light, and punishment of the perverse.\(^\text{149}\)

The final section views God through the quartet of length, width, height and depth as described by Paul.\(^\text{150}\) This section not only describes God, but also man’s contemplation of God’s attributes. The four attributes – length, width, height and depth – correspond to God’s eternity, charity, power above all things and wisdom underlying all things. Bernard pairs eternity with charity, and height with depth. Distinguishing knowledge from comprehension, Bernard believes that saints comprehended the four attributes in pairs – the saints’ holy affection comprises holy fear of wisdom and power, while their holy love is for love itself in its eternity.\(^\text{151}\)

Bernard also matches human aspects to divine attributes. For instance, loving with perserverance creates length (eternity), widening love to include enemies brings width; fear of God and observance create height and depth.\(^\text{152}\) As an alternative he suggests three further levels in which human aspects correspond to the four divine
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The order of terms associated with length, width, height and depth are here discussed in a different order, so that the term associated with height appears first, then depth, width and length. In other words, the pair of height and depth appear in the first two places of the order, and length and width are inverted. Possibly done for rhetorical effect, this arranges God’s attributes into an alternative and more mysterious order, allowing us to sense His incomprehensibility.

The correspondence between human and divine is apparent in three levels. Firstly, man marvels at lofty majesty, fears the abyss of judgement, is fervent as demanded by charity, and perseveres and endures according to eternity.153 On a second level, reflection upon each attribute of God happens by a different practice: marvelling is equated with contemplating the glory of God, fearing with examining His wisdom, being fervent with meditating on God’s charity, and persevering in love with emulating the eternity of charity.154 Thirdly, types of contemplation correspond to each attribute, and each type of contemplation has its fruits. The greatest kind of contemplation is admiration of majesty; the rest are observing God’s judgements, remembering blessings, and meditating on eternity.155 Bernard compares these to the Apostle’s terms, returning to the original order of length, width, height and depth: meditation on promises encompasses length; remembering blessings – width; contemplating majesty – height, and examining judgments – depth.156 He closes with a plea for prayer and continued exploration:
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“He must still be sought who has not yet sufficiently been found and who cannot be sought too much; but he is perhaps more worthily sought and more easily found by prayer than by discussion. Therefore, let this be the end of this book but not the end of the search.”\textsuperscript{157}

To summarise, Bernard’s work on consideration ends with an invitation for further consideration and contemplation of the divine, placing Eugene’s office in lesser focus than was shown in the previous four books. In these Bernard showed awareness of the tensions of spirituality and holding office. By closing with a complicated discussion concerning meditation upon God seems to indicate that this, instead, is the most important aspect of Eugene’s office, since God is all-encompassing and transcendent, yet permeates all earthly matters. Compared to Him, Eugene’s office and worries about duties and mundane annoyances, although not unimportant, may seem less formidable, which may offer some comfort. Bernard teaches that Pope Eugene should not lose sight of God, as it were, but pray and meditate upon Him. His skill in office may well increase, since wisdom will be given. Man’s nature, duties, actions, the Church and the world are all subordinate matters for consideration, while consideration of God – in Unity and Trinity – remains the foundation of Eugene’s office.

\textbf{Themes}

Although the initial purpose of the work may seem to be offering advice solely about papal duties, the final consideration offers a perspective on contemplating God,

\textsuperscript{157} Ibid.
demonstrating Bernard’s understanding that God and man stand in relation, in this case, specifically through man’s contemplation of God. There are various ways of categorizing the themes of this work. This section discerns the most significant themes, which are inextricably intertwined: papal office, virtue, consideration, theological questions (Trinity, etc.) and contemplation.

When describing papal office, Bernard discusses its nature and history (examples of Paul, Apostles, Prophets etc.), Eugene’s current situation, and human nature, both its good and evil aspects. These are all matters which must be acted upon, set in motion by consideration. Consideration here signifies planning, judging character and specific events, testing and choosing people with whom to work. Another theme is virtue (Bernard lists various virtues) and their excellence in moderation. The virtues appear in harmony when consideration presides.

Consideration can, when applied to office, signify planning, judging and testing. Bernard also discusses consideration in itself and its relation to God: the definition, significance and branches of consideration.\textsuperscript{158} The first branch comprises what to consider (self, below, around, above), each with subcategories.\textsuperscript{159} The final category, God and heavenly beings, relates and transitions to the second branch – types of consideration (practical, scientific and speculative).\textsuperscript{160} The third branch concerns examining God and angels (by opinion, faith and understanding).\textsuperscript{161}

Bernard also contemplates theological questions related to Trinity, Unity, and Marian theology.\textsuperscript{162} He includes charity and the Apostle’s distinctions of length, width,

\textsuperscript{158} DC, II:2.
\textsuperscript{159} DC, II:2-9; III; IV:4.
\textsuperscript{160} DC, V:4-14.
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height and depth. A complex passage on the contemplation of God’s attributes demonstrates that each divine attribute affects contemplation or meditation differently, and corresponds to various types of contemplation – contemplation itself, meditation and examination. Hence the act of consideration is affected by God, who, unlike other matters of contemplation, changes the nature of contemplation itself depending on which aspect of God is contemplated.

Although no less important for the purposes of this chapter, charity is addressed to a lesser extent and precision than consideration, although it is a significant topic alongside it, appearing in sections where Bernard explains the reason for writing to Eugene, as well as the theological passages describing God. The topic of action appears in discussions within Books 1 – 4, the purpose of the text being to recommend consideration before taking action, and also in his discussion of God’s attributes, where Bernard mentions emulation.

Claims and justification

Charity: Bernard’s “Preface”; theology

Bernard mentions charity in describing his relationship with Eugene. While this relationship itself cannot be exactly identified as charity, but more precisely as affection and love, charity is the reason for addressing his reader. At the beginning of the work, Bernard states that he wishes to write something to “edify, delight or console” Eugene.

163 DC, V:13.28; 14:31.
His methodology depends on the genre being a “formal yet intimate treatise”.\textsuperscript{164} A paradox meets Bernard from the start: Eugene’s majesty restrains Bernard’s style of writing, while love “draws [him] on.”\textsuperscript{165} Love (\textit{amor}) remains Bernard’s ultimate motive, since “[love] knows no master”.\textsuperscript{166} When Bernard describes Eugene’s condescending majesty and ascendancy to the throne, he foreshadows the four divine attributes (length, depth, height, depth) described in Book Five. Bernard’s love for Eugene disregards these, comparing himself to a humble lover rather than teacher.\textsuperscript{167}

Unlike for the fearful or avaricious, for Bernard “charity never fails (1 Cor. 13:18).” He addresses his “maternal obligation” in describing his affection for Eugene – although Eugene has left Bernard’s womb, so to speak, he has not left his heart.\textsuperscript{168} Divine attributes re-appear: Eugene will not escape Bernard should he ascend to heaven or descend to the depths.\textsuperscript{169} Bernard uses forms of “\textit{amo}” to describe his former and future love of Eugene. The text displays stylistic devices such as wordplay on words denoting “fool” and “loving” and layering words from the same root (\textit{amans, amat, amoris}).\textsuperscript{170} Hence charity is instrumental for identifying the stance of speaking directly and fearlessly to Eugene. It demonstrates Bernard’s trust in Eugene to accept his advice in the spirit Bernard offers it, even when he may seem wary of Eugene’s abilities or offers advice that may seem obvious (e.g., avoiding easy credulity).

Charity is central to Bernard’s theological discussion in Book Five. Firstly, Bernard describes God as length, width, height and depth.\textsuperscript{171} While length corresponds
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to eternity (spatial and temporal), charity corresponds to width, since God’s charity encompasses all creatures, none of whom He hates. This does not deny the existence of the unjust, as His “bosom encloses even His enemies.”

Secondly, his description becomes two-dimensional, focusing on the equal width and length:

“And not even content with [all-encompassing charity], he stretches to infinity, exceeding not only every affection, but every thought, as the Apostle goes on to say, ‘and to know the charity of Christ which surpasses all understanding.’ […] Do you see that the width is as great as the length?”

Hence God’s charity becomes as infinite as His eternity, surpassing understanding. Christ’s charity is thus also beyond understanding. One must be careful to avoid misunderstanding that Bernard means to describe humans as equal to God because both share similar attributes. Within his previous explanation of Trinitarian theology, God is unchanging, having “nothing in himself but himself.” Quoting Boethius, God “has nothing beyond that which it is. Neither can it be made subject to forms, for it is form.” This implies how radically different God is, since He “has nothing beyond that which it is” – the attributes of God which appear as dimensions of measurement (height, length, etc.) are a shorthand to express that God bursts the confines of human language and understanding. However, the shorthand is used to

182, col. 895, A-D; cf. “Quid item Deus? Sublimitas et profundum. […] Et illa una res est longitudo propter aeternitatem, latitudo propter charitatem, sublimitas propter majestatem, profunditas propter sapientem.” PL 182, col. 895, C-D.
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conclude that connections exist between humans and God through their contemplation of Him, and that the analogies, while mirroring God, reflect Him imperfectly.

Thirdly, meditation on God’s charity leads to fervour, as if becoming animated and acquiring divine attributes:

“Who is fervent if not he who meditates on the charity of God? Who endures and perserveres in love if not he who emulates the eternity of charity? Indeed, perserverance offers a certain image of eternity, for it is to perserverance alone that eternity is given [...]”\(^{175}\)

The complicated pattern of connections here is based on, to begin with, the four characteristics of God. Bernard assumes width corresponds to charity. Following from that, humans are characterised by their stance towards God’s attributes – hence those who are fervent focus on the charity of God. Lastly, that fervour is brought about by reflecting on God’s charity – in this case, through meditation.

Moreover, as Bernard has established the eternity of charity earlier, humans will also require perserverance in their emulation of charity. Charity in this scheme seems to be not just a virtue, but similar to an entity with its own attributes (eternity). Just as charity is eternal, so humans must perservere in their emulation of charity, so to speak, eternally. The analogy is imperfect, since eternal emulation is impossible within the limitations of human physicality; perhaps Bernard intends to speak of the human beyond limitations in a perfected state. Alternatively, he may intend to show the

\(^{175}\) DC, V:14.31: “Fervorem exigit charitas, aeternitas perseverantiam sustinendi. [...] Quis fervet, nisi qui meditat charitatem Dei? Quis sustinet et perseverat in amore, nisi qui aemulatur aeternitatem charitatis?” PL 182, col. 896 C.
impossibility of eternal emulation in the present state to highlight the vast difference between humanity and the divine.\footnote{On likeness to God, see Aquinas, \textit{Summa Theologica}, Ia, 93, ad 4, trans. Fathers of the English Dominican Province (Benziger Bros., 1947) \url{http://dhspriory.org/thomas/summa/FP/FP093.html#FPQ93A4THEP1}, viewed May 24, 2017; on divinization, see Gilles Emery, \textit{The Trinitarian Theology of Saint Thomas Aquinas}, trans. Francesca Aran Murphy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 401.}

\textit{Action and contemplation: action and consideration}

Bernard contrasts the contents of books 1-4 to Book Five.\footnote{\textit{DC}, V:1.} Action is associated with Eugene’s office and duties: these have been summarised earlier. This section will attempt to discern the attitude towards action and consideration generally by outlining the main principles of Bernard’s advice.

Firstly, Bernard distinguishes an order of visible things that can be acted upon, ranked relatively lower to that which cannot be acted upon – the eternal. That which is visible must be considered and acted upon, and is explained in Books 1-4, while eternal matters require only examination, not action as explained in Book Five. Lesser, visible things can be acted upon through practical application, or used as a source of knowledge, as well as official employment. Furthermore, such lesser things may be considered.\footnote{Ibid.}

Secondly, the nature of actions that Bernard discusses pertains strictly to office – listening to legal cases, converting, correcting or restraining heresy. Work in office bears paradoxes – duties are worthy of attention yet also unworthy; possible to accomplish yet limitless. When attending to court cases, for instance, this paradox may
be solved by taking a moderate approach. Bernard observes that servitude is necessary yet should not be unrestrained. One is required to fulfill tasks, yet due to physical limitations it is impossible to fulfill them completely. These examples show a moderate approach reached by common sense and awareness of human capabilities and limitations. Moderation is not only expedient, but also implies a choice to harmonize one’s mind and body by means of consideration and practical action. It probably also implies the application of virtues to one’s work.

Thirdly, consideration is advised as a precursor to action, so that action may not suffer. This allows Bernard to say that consideration dictates Eugene to take himself into consideration alongside those to whom he is devoted in service. To conclude, consideration is advised with regard to things Eugene can act upon, whereas there is no call for action upon things Eugene cannot act upon, but can still contemplate. This does not exclude the possibility of acting upon things after one considers God or heavenly things, although Bernard does not mention this. The purpose of the distinction highlights human capabilities and limitations rather than sets a moral teaching of human action and contemplation, although a moral understanding of the virtues underlies his discussion. The contemplation of God corresponds to certain attributes, drawing the human observer closer to greater similarity to God whom he observes, as it were, through contemplation. This involves a similarity of attributes. The closest term to “action” Bernard uses in Book V:13-14 is “emulation”. If one emulates the eternity of charity (Bernard seems to be personifying Charity as God) one endures and perseveres in love.
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Bernard does not specify the type of emulation. By connecting it to enduring and perservering in love, emulation possibly includes being acted upon (even suffering) and somehow taking action in the spirit of love or living according to it. In other words, the person emulating the eternity of charity would endure and perservere in love. Bernard possible intentionally leaves it to the discretion of the reader to decide whether this applies to actions taken for others, or merely loving God. In either case, Bernard has previously explained that the kind of consideration he discusses here regarding God requires no action, but only examination. Consideration of God does not require any action upon God, since one cannot act upon God. Bernard seems to dissociate higher beings from “lesser, visible things” in such a way that contemplation of God does not bear any direct connection between the two. In other words, no action need be taken for other beings, yet it is neither forbidden nor encouraged.

Consideration and contemplation: Books Two and Five

Throughout Books 1-4, Bernard discusses consideration as prior to action. However, he distinguishes consideration from contemplation in Book Two, and the terms are more fully explored in Book Five. A common term for both might be “observation”. Bernard assumes the existence of the object as distinct from its observer, and that the observed object may be capable of observation itself, and that it is greater than the first observer. This kind of observation presumes a mental or spiritual activity. Although Bernard speaks of God in terms of “length” and other dimensions, these are useful for describing God from the human observer’s viewpoint, who can comprehend

\[DC, V:1:1, 139.\]
these terms. These are analogues ultimately offering further ways of contemplation, rather than a completely adequate description of God. The following section will show how Bernard distinguishes contemplation from consideration, and his further views on contemplation in Book Five.

Bernard is keen to create a distinction between consideration and contemplation:

“For I do not want [consideration] to be understood as entirely synonymous with contemplation, because the latter concerns more what is known about something while consideration pertains more to the investigation of what is unknown. Consequently, contemplation can be defined as the true intuition of the mind concerning something, or the apprehension of truth without a doubt. Consideration, on the other hand, can be defined as thought searching for truth, or the searching of a mind to discover truth. Nevertheless, both terms are customarily used interchangeably.”

Bernard mentions further aspects of the self to consider (who, what, what sort), which has been discussed in the summary of Book Two above. The difference between consideration and contemplation has implications for the relationship between observer and object. Consideration concerns an investigation of the unknown, while contemplation regards “what is known”. Thus when considering an object the observer does not know it, while when contemplating it, does. Consideration also implies continuous action (searching), whereas contemplation shows completed action (known). Furthermore, Bernard emphasises action in consideration – the observer searching for
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something – and the object of the search in contemplation – “what is known”. The nuances help associate contemplation to the promised ultimate rest.  

However, both terms are often used interchangeably, and Bernard defines them flexibly. From one aspect, this causes a difficulty – contemplation “concerns more what is known about something”, while “consideration pertains more to the investigation of what is unknown.” In Book Five Bernard uses “contemplation”, “meditation”, “examination” when discussing human observations about God. If investigation of unknown things pertains to self, that around us, below us and above us in particular, then within Book Five consideration concerns the contemplation of God and angels. It therefore seems that Bernard advises an investigation of the self which will be incomplete, meaning man remains unknown to himself. God, on the other hand, can be considered (above one, as a fourth kind of consideration) as well as contemplated, and therefore known, even if to a small degree. Yet Bernard admits God is incomprehensible, resulting in self-contradiction. However, Bernard has previously admitted to using terms flexibly, perhaps assuming the reader’s familiarity with them, and expecting them to use their discretion in practical application. These distinctions between contemplation and consideration reveal different objects of observation, the relation between observer and observed and the observer’s degree of knowledge.

Bernard revisits the notion of consideration in Book Five when encouraging Eugene to consider the divine – God and angels. This requires no action, only examination. The terms “contemplation” and “consideration” are used almost
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interchangeably throughout this book. Firstly, Bernard uses both terms throughout this chapter when discussing what to contemplate in heavens,\textsuperscript{190} how humans consider God and angels,\textsuperscript{191} and the doctrine of God: what should be contemplated of God’s essence (that God is One),\textsuperscript{192} His attributes through corresponding human examination (contemplation, meditation etc.),\textsuperscript{193} and four kinds of contemplation of God (adoration of majesty, observing His judgement, remembering blessings and resting in expectation of what has been promised).\textsuperscript{194} Such judgement is known by intuition or certainty. Mainly, Bernard seems to use “contemplation” when discussing the doctrine of God’s being and heavenly beings, and “consideration” for general method of examining higher beings.\textsuperscript{195} He uses other terms of examination in V:13-14 when demonstrating how attributes of God correspond to humans, but Bernard does not differentiate contemplation from meditation.\textsuperscript{196}

Secondly, Bernard categorises three ways of consideration of God and angels: practical, scientific and speculative.\textsuperscript{197} This is rooted in the assumption that the best and most free kind of being can have a vision without the medium of a bodily sense, because “to be assisted from without” makes one dependent.\textsuperscript{198} He seems to imply angels see the Word without a medium. However, if one has a medium, it can be bodily sense, philosophy or through sudden ecstasy. These types of consideration are called practical, scientific and speculative. Practical consideration employs senses and sense objects; scientific consideration “prudently and diligently scrutinizes and ponders
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everything to discover God”, and speculative – “when it recollects itself and, insofar as it is aided by God, frees itself for the contemplation of God.” Furthermore, all are connected sequentially, that is, each is ordered sequentially according to level of fulfillment.

Bernard perceives three further avenues of consideration – by opinion, faith and understanding, which are supported by a “semblance of the truth,” authority and reason respectively. These distinctions help ascertain the veracity or foundation of the findings of the investigation.

**Summary**

For Bernard, contemplation is the means for human beings to experience God whom they observe. Contemplation pertains to something already apprehended, albeit imperfectly; consideration investigates the unknown. Having said that, Bernard obscures this theoretical distinction to an extent. He discusses consideration preceding action in books 1-4, showing both principles of consideration (a moderate stance; categories of consideration) as well as offering practical advice for action in concrete circumstances. Charity, action and contemplation are connected in the final book of *De consideratione*, as Bernard encourages the emulation of charity, and teaches that through contemplation of God one observes His charity as an attribute.
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Analysis: *The Mirror of Charity* by Aelred of Rievaulx

Content and overall structure

*The Mirror of Charity* by Aelred of Rievaulx is a collection of meditations and was commissioned by Bernard of Clairvaux who wished Aelred to respond to complaints made by certain monks, and to demonstrate “the excellence of charity, its fruit and proper ordering.” Bernard even gives the work its title, as he wishes it to convey “as in a mirror what charity is, how much sweetness there is in its possession, how much oppression is felt in self-centredness, which is its opposite, how affliction of the outer man does not, as some think, decrease, but rather increases the very sweetness of charity, and finally what kind of discretion should be shown in practice.”

Aelred, following these instructions, discusses human nature, charity and its opposite, self-centredness, as well as charity within man’s relationships with God and other creatures. His aim is to show charity’s excellence and exhort others to apply it in their relationships. As a collection of meditations, these chapters form loosely structured groups, with chapter headings describing a particular topic. Aelred names the chapter titles himself, listing them for Bernard’s convenience. Aelred states that the work is divided into three parts, stating in the preface that the first book intends “to recommend especially the excellence of charity” by showing its worth and the faults of its opposite, self-centredness.


complaints of certain people.” This refers to certain monks. The third book aims “to show how charity should be practised.” The following paragraphs will demonstrate the structure of the entire work.

Book One discusses humans: their love for their Creator and their nature – their being created in the Creator’s image, capability of happiness, history through the Fall, spiritual disfigurement, renewal through the Saviour, and the future perfection of their renewal. Aelred turns to discussing man’s present relation to God, and how humans withdraw from God “by an attachment of the mind” while “[by] the attachment of charity, God’s image in the human person may be restored.” He discusses man’s present condition (love divided against itself, his free choice, grace). From this point, the book’s structure becomes more indefinite; broadly speaking, Aelred discusses charity (in terms of perfection; spiritual circumcision; seeking the spiritual sabbath in charity and commending God’s charity on the seventh day; its trace in all creatures and easy yoke; virtues as servants of charity; Christ’s restoration of humanity). Intermittently Aelred addresses the happiness of rational creatures, as well as their craving and search for rest. Turning to complaints about the onerousness of the Lord’s yoke, he traces the source of their labour and oppression to self-centredness and the world. Separate chapters praise God’s justice, provide commendation of the number six and seven in connection with God’s work and rest, address the elect and
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reprobate among the rich,\textsuperscript{214} and threefold concupiscence.\textsuperscript{215} The book ends with a report of the death of his friend, interrupting Aelred’s composition and writing.\textsuperscript{216}

Book Two returns to addressing work and inner struggles, specifically, complaints about the Lord’s yoke. He clarifies that he excludes the vice-ridden from his discussion.\textsuperscript{217} Following chapters concern spiritual visitations, consolation and experience of gentle attachments.\textsuperscript{218} Aelred discusses questions from an anonymous novice about loving God within the monastic life: the apparent paradox of being deprived of pleasure, which the novice senses is missing from his present monastic life, when loving God.\textsuperscript{219} Other chapters concern the effects of charity and self-centredness on progress;\textsuperscript{220} overcoming yearning,\textsuperscript{221} as well as desires, pride, vanity and domination.\textsuperscript{222}

Book Three discusses types of sabbath, reviewing the notion of rest through an understanding of love, and how the perfect sabbath is found within God’s love.\textsuperscript{223} Aelred defines love, charity and self-centredness.\textsuperscript{224} He discusses choices about the use of love and enjoyment;\textsuperscript{225} the nature of attachments, their types, objects and use.\textsuperscript{226} Aelred also discusses action towards God and neighbour, as well as attitude towards neighbour;\textsuperscript{227} natural, necessary and voluntary order of humanity;\textsuperscript{228} the essential
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character of the monastic profession according to the Rule of St Benedict and the Rule of St Augustine, and its relation to vows of profession and charity. The final chapter closes with a direct appeal to Bernard:

“If [Mirror’s] excellence, fruits, and the appropriate way of showing it are by them made – like an image of it – to appear, this book may be called a Mirror of Charity, as you have directed. Yet I beg you not to display the mirror in public, for fear that instead of charity gleaming from it, the likeness of its author may make it dingy.”

To summarise, although loosely structured, the work moves from addressing the fallen nature of man, to recognising his inward toil, struggle and yearning for rest, and the attainment of rest. This could seem less a manual for attaining that rest, as Aelred does not discuss methods of contemplation, and more of an analysis of human nature and its goal. As he refers to the Rules of Benedict and Augustine, Aelred probably presumes the reader leads a monastic life. The work could still be useful for self-understanding, however, as it outlines the present state of humanity after the Fall and the final state of man’s perfection, analysing human nature and attachments.

Themes

As the aim of this work is to praise charity’s excellence and exhort others to uphold charity in their relationships, Aelred addresses two main topics: charity and humanity. Aelred discusses charity theoretically by defining it alongside its opposite, self-centredness, and by explaining why charity is needed. In discussing humanity,
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Aelred ultimately shows how to apply charity to relationships. He analyses human nature, history and future perfection, the image of God within humanity, its various orders (natural, voluntary, necessary), as well as attachments and relationships with God and other creatures.

Attachments form a major part of Aelred’s discussion, as he indicates the way man relates to someone else. Aelred describes attachments by discussing the human faculty with which each attachment is associated, and its predicted outcome. Attachments are significant to discern in order to identify in which attachments man withdraws from God, and in which God’s image is restored. While attachments concern the way man relates to someone else, relationships describe the personal connection with God as Creator and other creatures. As monks may experience, personal relationships are met by various inner struggles. Aelred positions the discussion of man’s relation to other creatures (neighbours) as concerning the attitude and action towards the other. Enjoyment of another is a topic concerning neighbourly relationship, and combines previous conclusions about attachments and relationships.

Aelred also discusses the monastic life, which is characterised by a specific relationship between people bound by a common life, profession and monastic vows with other monks, and directed toward cultivating a relationship with God. The particular interaction with others will depend on the specific charism of each order; Cistercian characteristics are apparent in Aelred’s teachings. Discussion of the monastic profession is a reminder of the specific monastic audience for whom these teachings are written. The reader was to praise the excellence of charity and cultivate it.
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in his monastic life, as Aelred does. As meditations, these chapters reveal twelfth-century monastic concerns: the need to articulate the essential characteristics of monastic life and to live it as perfectly as possible. While various rules emphasise different details of monastic life, Aelred stresses that both canons and monks profess stability, conversion of life and obedience, and that both Benedictine and Augustinian rules recommend charity.\footnote{\textit{MC} III: 88-95.}

Aelred’s discussion of charity stands within a broader Cistercian tradition of discussing love and charity, as exemplified by their Charter’s title and Bernard’s works.\footnote{I.e., Bernard, \textit{De diligendo Deo}.} Aelred’s discussions with monks probably reflect genuine concerns and difficulties met by ascetic Cistercians. Aelred writes as someone with considerable experience in Cistercian monastic life. The work’s discussion about the monastic profession is therefore not a deviation, but a natural part of it, considering that Aelred’s teachings could help Cistercian novices.

Overall, Aelred sees charity extending through all aspects of human life, from human nature and yearning for rest in God’s charity, to specific relationships; from those debased or withdrawn from God to those close to attaining perfect rest in Him. The absence of charity is discussed through its opposite, self-centredness. The title \textit{Mirror of Charity} conveys the aim of the work: to provide a glimpse of charity’s place within creation itself and in practical application. The close connection between charity and humanity is reflected throughout the text.
Charity: claims and justification

As charity is discussed throughout the entire work, the following claims are analysed to show Mirror’s most representative teachings. It will first present Aelred’s theoretical definition of charity, then show its relative position within relationships.

Charity: definition

Aelred explains charity, firstly by comparing it to love, and secondly, by demonstrating it as a combination of choice, development and fruit. In the first case, he classifies love and charity as genus and species: charity is love, yet not all love is charity. To show this, he explains that love is said to be two-fold: on one hand, love is called a power or nature of the rational soul whereby it can love or not love something. On the other, love is an act of the rational soul exercising this power when it uses this power to love something (regardless whether it should or not). Love as an act is always “of” something (e.g. of money, or of wisdom). The main difference between love as power and act is that as a power, love is always a good of the soul, since it belongs to the nature of the substance from God who made all things very good.\(^{234}\) This power can be used or abused by free choice, but in itself is always good. However, love as an act is either necessarily good or evil.\(^{235}\)

The second half of Aelred’s definition of charity builds upon the notion of love as a power, in its right and wrong uses. The distinction between these uses depends on the choice, development and fruit. If the mind chooses what it should, if it awakens the

\(^{234}\) Citing Gen. 1:31, fn. 43, 234.
\(^{235}\) MC III.7.20, 234-5.
spirit to desire the object appropriately, and enjoys this object, then the combination of
this kind of choice, desire and fruit is called charity. The definition of charity therefore
consists of the correct combination in three categories. However, “if the soul chooses
foolishly, or is moved improperly, or misuses [love] shamefully,” this is termed self-
centredness.\textsuperscript{236} Aelred explicates this without biblical quotation, but is most influenced
by Paul, Augustinian thought (free will), Cistercian and classical ideas.\textsuperscript{237} Biblical
knowledge is presumed throughout (Genesis etc.).

\textit{Charity: choices of love; relationship with God and creatures}

Choices regarding love are summarized by Mt. 22:37 and 22:39 – “You shall
love your God with your whole heart, all your soul and all your strength” and “You
shall love your neighbour as yourself.”\textsuperscript{238} This choice is made by the mind; through
contemplation, all else is rejected, making the soul consent in its choice.\textsuperscript{239} Hence
Aelred’s transitions from defining charity within a theoretical outline to expressing it
within the context of relationship.

Aelred explores the relationships of man with God and other creatures. As
Aelred has explained through the Fall of Adam, the first man had free choice, but
withdrew from God: “he diverted his love from that changeless good, and, blinded by
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his own self-centredness, he directed his love to what was inferior.” 240 Thus he lost both himself and God. 241 Yet the trace of the Trinity remained in the rational soul through the remembrance, knowledge and love of itself, and various other combinations concerning these three, reflecting the Unity in substance and Trinity. 242 A renewal of God’s image came after the Saviour, yet perfect renewal will happen in the future. 243

Aelred indicates that the restoration of the image of God may be achieved by charity, suggesting continual renewal after the time of the Saviour. Within this scheme, the Saviour gives the precept of charity. 244 The mind may “[put] on this charity perfectly,” after which charity will reform memory and knowledge which are both “equally disfigured”. Charity “flowing in from above” raises up the self towards Goodness “to which it owes its birth.” 245 Charity from this perspective of relationship is shown to be a gift from God; as a gift, it may be rejected by the mind. Not defining this further, Aelred describes its effects. His teaching remains consistent within his understanding of free choice.

Charity also appears in relationships to other creatures. 246 If one directs the self to others (those who weep, rejoice with him, are weak together with him) – those who endure literally share compassion with one another:
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“[If] he senses there that his soul is united with the souls of all his brothers by the cement of charity, and that it is not vexed by any pricks of envy [and other vices], then he clasps them to the utter tranquil bosom of his mind. There he embraces and cherishes them all with tender attachment and makes them one heart and one soul with himself.”

Paul is an example of someone “who kept continual sabbath, [and] is a witness that in the quiet of this sabbath fraternal charity permits no evil habits to dwell.”

At this point Aelred transitions to using the terms “love” (dilectio) and “charity” more flexibly in order to describe how charity radiates through six degrees of connection: blood-relatives, special friends, those who share one’s profession (Aelred does not specify whether monks or other religious professions), Christians, non-Christians, and enemies. Regarding the love of enemies Aelred invites to consider the inspiration for the “perfection of fraternal charity” – the Lord’s Passion. Aelred links Christ’s own example to the love of neighbour, thereby directing the reader to consider the source of charity in order to inspire a love for enemies, and illustrating the restoration of God’s image.

**Action and contemplation: claims and justification**

Aelred’s focus in this work is not the contrast between action and contemplation, but rather the theoretical discussion and practical application of charity: he reflects
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upon charity in order that it may be practised. The following sections will explore how Aelred considers action and contemplation separately, then in relation to each other, and finally, where action, consideration and charity are combined in a single passage. While patristic influence (Augustine, Gregory the Great) certainly permeates his thought, Aelred’s own experience as a Cistercian monk is evident.

*Action: soul; behaviour and physical labour*

This section will exclude teachings about the sabbath rest or inner toil – although both could be considered as the opposite of any activity and spiritual activity respectively, they are considered metaphors concerning the soul. Aelred uses the word “action” in a literal sense with regard to the soul, deeds or works, and physical labour. Action with regard to the soul is connected to consent, love, desire and attachment. Aelred bases this discussion on the notion of free choice, a natural power by which it gives consent by rational judgment. While free choice is constituted by the will and reason together, actual consent is “an action of the soul” made or manifested by the will. By citing Pauline texts, Aelred concludes that God influences the will so that one consents willingly. However, God does not take away free choice, will or rational judgment; instead, co-operation between God and man happens through grace and consent. The merit belongs to man, and grace to God. For instance, God acts so that the creature may will what is good by being influenced to want the good. Hence a good deed is performed in conjunction with the will, since a good deed is good if it is
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This particular understanding of grace and free will is assumed when Aelred discusses love and charity.

As discussed earlier, love can be considered an act “of the rational soul exercising this power, when the soul uses it with regard to those things it should or those it should not [love].” This love as act is either good or evil, while love as a power of the soul is necessarily good. Aelred creates further distinctions of love: considering love as a power, he discerns an initial choice (that is, choosing what to enjoy) and a development which he also calls “love”. Love in turn awakens the spirit to desire what it has chosen. Furthermore, if the soul attains what it desires through action, then the fruit of this love is acquired. Aelred proceeds to argue that charity consists in the right combination of choice, development and fruit. The spirit is moved towards action when some hidden force of love impels the mind to accomplish an outward act. In a similar passage, Aelred describes how the spirit is moved by consent of the will either in a hidden way, called desire, or manifested when the desire breaks out into activity.

The soul’s desire is mentioned with regard to God and neighbour: it should be directed “that we enjoy one another mutually in God (as is fitting) and we enjoy God reciprocally in one another. Yet since man is composed of body and soul, our action should certainly keep both in view, insofar as our means make this possible.”

Although spiritual attachment should encourage activity, due to man’s physical capabilities, it should not regulate activity, since it may prove too demanding.
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Moderation is key, so that some undertakings are left undone. This safeguards the attachment itself, lest it become lukewarm through lack of moderation.\textsuperscript{261}

Secondly, Aelred discusses action in terms of conduct, acts, good works and manual labour. Regarding conduct within the religious life, Aelred’s dialogue with a novice reveals the novice’s altered conduct and actions compared to his previous way of life. The novice correlates better conduct with the ascetic religious life, listing physical labour as one of its features, and describing the peace emanating from the monastery.\textsuperscript{262} Similarly, ascetic men show “gravity of conduct and holiness of life” as well as “very dear attachment.”\textsuperscript{263}

Aelred discusses conduct and acts in relation to the presence of holy people and Christ within a broader discussion of rational attachments. A rational attachment arises from contemplating another’s virtues, and can lead to loving one’s neighbour. For instance, one may wish another to be present in order to provide correction and help. Aelred considers the difference between coming into the presence of holy people and Christ. The former happens through travel, or physical movement, while the latter (eternal presence), by “living in a holy, just and godly manner.”\textsuperscript{264} The eternal presence is associated with both inward and outward practices. Outward practices should be done moderately; similarly, one should seek holy people reasonably.\textsuperscript{265}

Aelred also distinguishes deeds in relation to thoughts and words. If, after considering the interior self, one finds that thoughts, words and deeds are well-ordered and in peace, this results in a sense of security and joy – also called the spiritual sabbath.

\textsuperscript{261} MC III: 23.
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preceded by six days, that is, a perfection of deeds. Another example is working, then pausing “in the tranquillity of conscience.” On the first sabbath, no “servile works of the world are performed in even the slightest way” – there are neither passions nor concupiscence.  

Actions within the natural order (distinguished from necessary and voluntary orders) may be either licit or illicit. Someone who has not acted illegitimately can make use of licit things legitimately and with moderation. Examples include marriage, possessing riches, eating certain foods, etc. Actions are distinguished the same way within the necessary order, adding the explicit mention of work: “someone who has committed illicit acts should restrict himself in the use of things licit.” Restricting oneself to certain actions will help -- “application to work holds the tedium of mind at bay.”

Advancing his discussion, Aelred considers good works in a series of analyses about the relation to God and neighbour. In the recognition of true love for God, Aelred finds that if one chooses to love God for the sake of enjoying sensual pleasures, then the choice, which had integrity, while the desire was perverted, will bring forth nothing. Similarly, if one chooses God, and desires nothing but God, yet attempts to attain him by acts that are not appropriate (Jewish ceremonies, pagan sacrifice, superstition), the fruit of love will be empty.

In another passage, loving God signifies aligning one’s will to His. Judgement will happen through suffering sent by God as well as activity. Citing Gregory the Great, Aelred demonstrates the correlation between good works and love of God:
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“Without good works, let no one believe what his mind tells him about his love of God.”270 A second teaching directs keeping God’s commandments in context of interior visitations which God dispenses at His discretion, seemingly with no correlation to toil.271 Experiencing sweetness is a “stimulus to good works for the negligent, a much-needed consolation for those who toil laboriously at good works, and a pleasant, sure refreshment for those who arrive at the summit of perfection.”272

Among neighbours, those who do generous deeds are placed in special stead within the heart. Using imagery of Noah’s ark, Aelred describes each creature or figure signifying types of person – beasts (enemies), reptiles and beasts of burden (those debased in sensual pleasure), human beings (may not desire perfection; sub-divided into kin, friends, or those “better disposed [to one] by the generosity of good deeds”), and birds (possessing spiritual virtues). Jesus appears at the top of the ark, claiming the most important place in a person’s heart.273

Neighbours may also encourage good actions. After discussing types of attachment, Aelred discerns that attachment has utility: one may desire what should be loved and maintain that love, as well as “practise those acts by which we tend toward the object of desire with greater attachment to the extent there is greater pleasure, and with greater pleasure to the extent there is greater [fervour].” It is useful for an attachment to urge “to practise good works and to be sustained in these good works by attachment” – yet it goes against order to regulate works according to an attachment.274
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In distinguishing acts meant for God and neighbor, Aelred pays attention to the neighbour’s needs or salvation, and speaks of acts that are fitting, just and godly.275

Physical labour is discussed in context of the religious profession, both in theoretical discussion and illustrations of medieval life. In theory, outward toil which empties pleasure from the mind (extreme ascetic practices such as unceasing vigils, daily toil, poor sustenance) is not opposed to charity. Aelred supports this teaching by referring to the cross. Afflicting the flesh does not go against the spirit, provided “healthy intention and […] discretion is observed.”276 Aelred recognises that a person may chastise the body to such a degree that it may be wondered whether any consolation is received. Aelred insists that afflictions induce divine consolation, based on his own experience and Paul’s example. Sharing in Christ’s suffering by mortifying the will and body is not only commendable, but necessary.277

As another point of theoretical discussion, outward and inward toil are related: “outward toil is often lessened by inward, and the most oppressive ardours of the body are attenuated by the ardours of the spirit.”278 Outward toil is determined by inward toil, the latter sometimes lessening the former. Both are counterparts within one person, yet spiritual effort determines the persons’ state of being and metaphysical direction. The state of mind will influence a person’s rest and another person’s toil. Aelred illustrates this by comparing hunters, fowlers and apostles in terms of the intensity and worth of their actions.279 Valuing physical labour highly within the religious profession, Aelred describes his late friend Simon who always worked hard: “he
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shouldered the yoke of discipline in the flower of youth,” choosing “in the sweat of his brow to eat his bread.”

The account of Simon’s actions complements the account of his contemplative life.

For Aelred, the monastic life is defined by guidelines instituted by the Rules, as well as a certain mindset. The essential practices within the monastic life are found in the Benedictine and Augustinian Rules. Aelred cites a letter in which an anonymous writer had enquired about the essential characteristics of monastic life. Aelred believes there is no single essential characteristic, but that all regulations, including those about physical labour, dress, silence, length of reading, and other aspects together form the Rule.

He is surprised that the letter does not mention reading alongside the vows of stability, conversion and obedience, which demonstrates that he assumes that the vows are a part of leading the monastic life.

Aelred notes how novices practising the Rule of Benedict find regulations for daily work, food, clothes, fasts and vigils to be very strict. That strictness is justified in the Rule’s prologue, which Aelred believes expresses the reason for these practices and the institution itself quite clearly. Elsewhere Aelred emphasises the state of mind and fullness of sprit within all monastic practices, from reading to physical labour – “anyone who aspires to the summit of perfection in the voluntary order” should keep in mind charity and the approach toward God. The monk should strive towards fullness by his spirit through promises of the profession – including work and reading: “Let
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abstinence fight for this end, vigils serve it, *lectio* be alert for it, and daily toil sweat for it.”  

Thus far Aelred has discussed actions with regard to their end and manner, both concerning the soul and body which are regarded with similar detailed attention. The next section will analyse passages where Aelred discusses contemplation as distinct from action, before showing the relation between action and contemplation.

*Contemplation: apologetics, contemplative practices and charity*

Firstly, Aelred mentions contemplation within his apologetics. In refutation of the fool claiming there is no God – Aelred has just explained the history of mankind through the Fall and God’s image in man – Aelred’s invites the fool to consider where wisdom and the existence of creatures originates. He argues that they become wise by wisdom which previously exists – man does not create wisdom even if he meditates and completes asectic exercises. Wisdom that makes others wise can only be wise, as it cannot be folly. Regarding man’s existence, Being – the source of all other being – was not created, just as “wisdom from which all others derive wisdom was not created.” Aelred pleads:

“Let Wisdom itself and Being itself speak to your heart and no longer will you say in your heart, there is no God, because in it you will plainly see that you could not even exist to say in your heart, there is no God, unless God also existed.”
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Similarly, he invites the reader to realize the unity of concepts “to be, to be wise, to will” as existing in a person, yet not originating from him.\textsuperscript{292} Secondly, in describing contemplative practices, Aelred recalls how his friend Simon, whom he perceived as a role model, practiced contemplation in the final years of his life:

“Therefore, finding almost nothing exterior in which to delight, he withdrew to the interior solitude of his mind, sitting alone and being silent, but not listless in his inactivity. He used to write or read, or devoted himself privately to meditation on the Scriptures, for which his senses were always keenly alert. He hardly ever spoke of necessities, even with the prior. […] Indeed if anyone […] approached him, such gentleness soon marked his speech […] that his moderation in speaking and his humility in listening disclosed how free of bitterness and how full of sweetness was his silence.”\textsuperscript{293}

This Simon is the same friend whom Aelred described earlier doing physical work. This passage shows that action and contemplation are not compared, but are complementary. It also demonstrates the medieval perception of contemplation as an interior practice characterised by physical inactivity, yet alert senses. A contemplative may be brought outward to speech if approached, but otherwise remains in silence.

Meditation, which Aelred does not define, but which is closely associated with contemplation, can be perceived in public. When near death Simon cried “Mercy!” Aelred perceived his friend’s joyful soul: “striving upwards by the nimblest movements of its own natural impulse and exulting to divest itself at any moment of the remnants of the flesh, it meditates on the great mercy of God on whom it relies absolutely.”\textsuperscript{294}
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Reception of divine visitations involves contemplation. Describing different types of divine visitation (awakening, purification and enjoyment of tranquillity), in the third state which is “experienced by very few,” the mind has a “foretaste of the first-fruit of its future reward,” – passing to the house of God, “with his soul melting within himself, one is inebriated with the nectar of heavenly secrets. Contemplating with the purest regard the place of his future rest, he exclaims with the prophet: ‘This is my place of rest forever and ever. Here will I dwell, for I have chosen it.’”

Here Aelred clearly relates the role of free will and choice in the soul’s actions on one hand, with the reception of rest and its contemplation.

Contemplative practices are applied not just for oneself, but also for another, as teachings about lectio and prayer should be applied to the body as well so that it becomes purified: “everything to be spurned or employed or changed for the sake of one’s own salvation should also be done for the salvation of one’s neighbour.”

Alternatively, contemplative practices may involve others. When discussing the trace of divine charity in all creatures, Aelred suggests all are inclined to rest (as signified by the metaphor of the sabbath). Contemplating all creatures from the lowest to highest orders, one will discover divine goodness (divine charity) which “contains, enfolds, and penetrates all things, not by pouring into a place, or being diffused in space, or by nimbly moving about, but by the steady, mysterious, and self-contained simplicity of its substantial presence.” This implies that contemplation of order reveals a link through all the orders of the creatures, and that they hold divine goodness or charity.
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This is similar to what Aelred taught earlier about the power of love itself being a good because its being comes from God. Here, not only creatures, but their order itself is also divine. Contemplation reveals not so much that there is an order, but rather its origin. Hence the creatures may be instrumental for recognizing the divine, indirectly leading one towards salvation.

In another example, Aelred compares the seventh day, year and fiftieth jubilee year to the “foundation of charity […], its increase, and […] its fullness. On each of these there is rest, on each of these there is leisure, on each of these there is a spiritual sabbath. First there is rest in purity of conscience, then in the very pleasant joining together of many minds, and finally in the contemplation of God himself.”

It can be inferred that Aelred means here rational creatures existing in various states of rest described by what seems to be spiritual or mental states. He does not define contemplation here, but what seems to be implied is a certain hierarchy: firstly, self-awareness of one’s conscience, followed by the connection of several minds, finally, contemplation of God. This could be explained by God’s immutable nature in which the contemplative finds greatest rest, unlike the changing mind or conscience (which would not likely remain in the same state whilst linked to the body), or the connection of minds (which would not likely remain in fixed connection with one another). Rather, the connection of self to God means a person’s greatest rest most likely because it has connected to its source which is also a constant source of charity.

Contemplation is not restricted to God alone as its subject: “rational attachment arising from contemplation of someone else’s virtues is more perfect than the other
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attachments by which we are kindled to love of neighbour.” Here “contemplation” is applied to the virtues within a person, rather than God explicitly. Aelred could be using it in a general sense to signify “reflection”, yet “contemplation” appropriately links a person to considering a higher principle. The reason for its being a fuller kind of attachment is the same reason that contemplation of God brings the fullness of charity: in both cases, contemplation is directed outward to a higher, in this case, third principle between two persons, rather than to the self or other person alone. In this way, the attachment depends on a rational recognition and appreciation of another’s virtues. The attachment is therefore based on a higher principle which originates from the divine, shining through a particular subject for whom one’s attachment increases.

Action and contemplation: complementarity or conflict?

Because action and contemplation overlap in Aelred’s discussions, it has been suggested Aelred believes in the complementarity of action and contemplation: “[there] are […] certain means such as lectio, meditation, manual work, fasting, the pleasantness of prayer, and other things of this type, all of which should be arranged, varied, changed, and sometimes even omitted for the sake of a brother’s salvation.” However, Aelred’s interpretation of Romans 9:3 possibly suggests conflict between the two, specifically in the situation of interrupting one’s contemplation for the sake of a brother. Aelred’s interpretation of Romans 9:3 (“I would willingly be separated from Christ for the sake of my brothers”) reads:
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“from the secrecy of his prayer, at which he reposed […] in Jesus’ embraces, from that ineffable height of contemplation where, with utterly pure eyes, he gazed upon the secrets of heavenly mysteries […] he would have chosen to be drawn away to the din of the world for his brother’s salvation. No-one who, according to his own measure, remains at leisure and tastes how sweet the Lord is […] doubts that being called away this way must be termed separation from Christ. Anyone who chooses to be separated from Christ, either because he is urged on by brotherly love or because he consents to it when obliged by the authority of his superiors, must watch out for himself, so that this necessity not overwhelm him and sweetness not be lost.”

This compares the contemplative to Christ, and teaches that being called from contemplation for someone else’s salvation – this possibly includes action as well as prayer – is, from the contemplative’s point of view, a separation from Christ. Aelred seems to imply intimacy with Christ within contemplation, and separation in other states or activities. Therefore the call for the sake of a brother – possibly action – must be met as a necessity to be regulated rather than fully embraced for its own sake. Aelred does not suggest, for instance, seeing Christ in the other, or acting as Christ for another. Rather, he suggests vigilance and self-regulation in order to return ultimately to that intimacy in contemplation.

Consideration, action and charity

The closest example of all three terms viewed in combination involves consideration rather than contemplation. This concerns consideration of neighbourly
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love, and is based on teachings concerning the soul’s choices, desire and love explored earlier. Firstly, one should consider the reason for choosing a neighbour (either for company, “which is in God,” or for “base desire or inordinate activity”). Secondly, while loving God does not involve any need from God’s part towards us, within mutual human love exists mutual need. Thirdly, desire and activity should be twofold: desire should be directed towards the fact “that we enjoy one another mutually in God” and that “we enjoy God reciprocally in one another.” The action should keep these two points in view, that a person comprises both a body and soul. Furthermore, the more prudent in these matters, “the more perfect he is in charity, too”. Consideration thus is needed to discern “which of these attachments should be followed, and how far they should be followed.”

Aelred is consistent with his previous teachings on free choice, consent, desire, love, moderation and charity. Consideration prepares the choice by which one consents; desire and activity fulfill this choice, resulting in a certain degree of charity, depending on prudence (implying moderation). It is also consistent with his theory of attachments: the type of attachment one consents to contains a certain result, but consideration, not attachment itself, should determine the course of that attachment. Here, activity is seen as a fulfillment of consideration, rather than something which draws one away from God or Christ, provided that the choice, attachment and other elements are appropriate.

Enjoyment and rest are in a sense similar: neither signify an activity in the way Aelred understands it. Activity most probably concerns the body while rest and
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enjoyment point to different means. Rest is associated with contemplation, preferred before action for a brother’s salvation, and enjoyment of another is associated with another person, suggesting a continuous, renewed action. It requires consideration of the other. This is not the same as rest in God as Aelred envisages, which is the resting in the subsistent source of all being. In the specific case of enjoyment in the contemplation of God, this relates to resting in God while enjoyment of others within God concerns neighbour and God together.307

Summary

Aelred’s teaching reveals numerous connections between contemplation, charity and action. Charity is the prevailing principle which Aelred usually refers to when considering humanity, its nature and history, as well as attachments and love. Contemplation and action are usually seen as complementary, yet contemplation is also regarded as intimacy with Christ, while anything interrupting it is regarded as a separation. Hence his teachings on contemplation and action remain ambiguous. Aelred’s teachings all rely on a consistent understanding of human nature and love, as well as biblical citation and Augustinian thought. Mirror demonstrates the place charity should take within the monastic life. Aelred emphasises the guidelines of the Benedictine and Augustinian rules to remind novices of the common mindset and ultimate end of all monastic life – resting in God.
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Conclusion

The different contexts of these two works by Bernard and Aelred are reflected in their different teachings about action and contemplation, although these also reveal certain similarities. For Bernard, the advice to Eugene III reveals the challenge of bridging spirituality and administrative duties. However, contemplation of God’s charity allows to reconcile the two: without God’s charity, there would be no purpose of action or reason for being. Action in *De consideratione* mainly concerns secular administration. In this field, Bernard stresses moderation and servitude to the other, yet not complete submission to worldly affairs. Aelred, on the other hand, composes *Mirror* for monastic use, contemplation taking precedence. His discussion reveals nuanced distinctions between spiritual and physical actions. The relation between action and contemplation remains ambiguous: on one hand, he commends his friend who was hard-working and highly contemplative; however, Aelred considers any interruption of contemplation a threat to reaching closer intimacy with Christ, even if that interruption is due to service for a brother’s salvation. Both *De consideratione* and *Mirror* reveal concerns of identifying and balancing contemplation and action, both also recognising the significance of charity to form closeness to God out of free choice, and contemplation as a particular means to attaining this intimacy.
Chapter III: Premonstratensian teachings of charity, action and contemplation

Introduction

Scholarship has viewed the distinctions between regular canons and monks, individual biographies and themes within their works. According to Bynum, monks focus on reaching individual salvation, whereas regular canons in their treatises express the necessity of edifying the other, and of teaching by word and example. This chapter builds upon this, focusing on the teachings of charity, action and contemplation within the writings of Anselm of Havelberg, Philip of Harvengt and Adam Scot. The first section provides a brief history of the Premonstratensian order. The second section comprises biographies of the authors and demonstrate the context of their works. The third part analyses the texts, concluding with a summary.

History of the Premonstratensian Order

Norbert of Xanten and the first generation

A previous chapter examined the regular canons and their origins within the Gregorian reform, their characteristics and legislation. The term “Augustinian canon” included a wide range of occupations, from cathedral clerics to contemplatives living in enclosure, such as those at Prémontré. Norbert of Xanten (1085-1134) called for a stricter interpretation of the Augustinian Rule. Founding the house at Prémontré, he and his disciples lived according to the Augustinian Rule from 1121. Norbert established another house at Magdeburg in 1125. Since Prémontré subsequently followed statutes drawn by Hugh de Fosses, it diverged from the course followed by other houses established by Norbert.

Highly revered in his own lifetime, several of Norbert’s contemporaries regarded his works more highly than the written works of St Bernard. Several twelfth-century texts allude to his biography. His vita appeared between 1155-1164, surviving in two versions (Vitae A and B). However, Norbert left no writings of his own, hence only secondary records provide some information as to his ideas about spirituality. Secondary records comprise the first generation of Premonstratensians who wrote about Norbert’s life and work.
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Norbert’s life is roughly reconstructed by Petit: born circa 1085, Norbert spent his early life at Xanten cloister and in courts of the archbishop of Cologne and Emperor Henry V. Petit understands that this was a joyful, but decadent period of Norbert’s life. Between 1115-1121 he was converted and ordained a priest, setting out to preach and live in poverty. The Order of Prémontré was founded between 1121-1126. From 1126 until the end of his life in 1134 Norbert acted as archbishop of Magdeburg, reforming the diocese, expanding the order and conducting missions in Northern Germany, and taking action against the anti-pope Pierleoni. Norbert’s success as a leader of the order was due in part to his talent and demeanour. As a popular personality many were drawn to hear him. He was also known for his literacy and eloquence, particularly in Latin. He was familiar with Scripture and patristic literature. His time at court gave him experience in state and diocesan administration.\textsuperscript{319}

For Norbert and the first generation of Norbertines, evangelical and apostolic mission, that is, preaching the Gospel and imitating the life of the apostles, were the ideals of their new conception of religious life. In 1121 after prayer and reflection Norbert together with his disciples in Prémontré professed a life dedicated to preaching and poverty, living according to the precepts of the Apostles in Acts as expressed in the Rule of Augustine. White wool habits signified their priestly and penitential life. Norbert emphasised three canonical practices: worship of God, correction in the religious chapter, as well as hospitality and care for the poor.\textsuperscript{320}

Norbert’s first disciples included Hugh de Fosses, who became the abbot of Prémontré in 1128 after Norbert became archbishop of Magdeburg. Hugh developed

the statutes at Prémontré, providing practical details which, as he perceived, the Augustinian Rule had lacked. Similar to monastic practices, life at Prémontré included the celebration of Mass, chanting divine offices, manual labour and *lectio divina*. The order became oriented towards contemplation and meditation. Petit believes that lay people were so enthusiastic at the order’s establishment, that the order turned towards contemplation and meditation in order to focus away from outer distractions. Preaching became an activity restricted to the abbey. Other first-generation Premonstratensians included Walter of Saint Maurice who had approached Norbert to have him reform the canons of Saint Martin outside Laon.\(^\text{321}\) Luke of Mount Cornillon had joined Norbert at Laon in 1120, and was one of the first prelates of the order who interpreted and commented on other interpretations of the *Song*. Anselm of Havelberg met Norbert in his youth and accompanied Norbert in Magdeburg as bishop of Havelberg.\(^\text{322}\) Among many other writers, Philip of Harvengt (early twelfth-century) and Adam Scot (mid-twelfth-century), whose life and works will be later described in greater detail, stand out: oriented towards *lectio divina*, they represent a more contemplative strand of Premonstratensian spirituality.\(^\text{323}\)

*Expansion to England*

The Premonstratensian order expanded within Norbert’s own lifetime throughout France, ultimately also to northern Germany, Belgium and Bohemia. Houses were founded directly also in Italy and Scandinavia. Within the twelfth to the
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fourteenth centuries, it encompassed territories from the Iberian peninsula to the Baltic, and from the Eastern Mediterranean to Ireland.\textsuperscript{324}

Canons regular and Premonstratensians extended to Britain in the eleventh and twelfth centuries as it accepted new types of monasticism.\textsuperscript{325} Canons regular spread throughout England in the twelfth century, becoming its largest order and establishing 274 houses (versus 219 Benedictine). The first clerical community that probably became canons regular was in St Botolph’s, Colchester, established circa 1107.\textsuperscript{326} Premonstratensians who combined qualities of both canons regular and Cistercians arrived in the 1140s. The first British Premonstratensian foundation was Newhouse (1143), founded on the estate of the Lincolnshire nobleman Peter of Goschill. By 1267, there were thirty-seven abbeys, three nunneries and six cells. Premonstratensian houses also spread to Scotland. Dryburgh (1150) was established by Hugh de Morville, constable of Scotland and in the posssesion of canons from 1154.\textsuperscript{327} Other Premonstratensian houses north of the border were Soulseat (traditionally 1148)\textsuperscript{328} and Whithorn (Candida Casa). Unlike Augustinians, Scottish Premonstratensian houses were not patronised by royalty. In Wales only one house, Talley, was established between 1184 and 1189.\textsuperscript{329}
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Anselm of Havelberg, Philip of Harvengt and Adam Scot

*Anselm of Havelberg: life, works, context of “Epistola apologetica” and “Anticimenon”*

Anselm of Havelberg (ca. 1095-1158) was a Premonstratensian bishop. His career followed the trajectory of most courtier bishops which included obtaining an education, patronage, and positions both in the Church and at the imperial court. Anselm was mentored by Norbert and became bishop of Havelberg. He was subsequently received into court by various emperors and sent on several missions. Within ecclesiastical circles he came into favour with popes, and was ultimately made archbishop of Ravenna. However, his career was shaped by tensions between various powers.\(^{330}\)

Besides acting as bishop, Anselm of Havelberg was an advocate of canonical reform, founder of religious establishments and a theologian.\(^{331}\) While his work contains some apocalyptic themes, *Epistola apologetica* and *Anticimenon* are mainly concerned with defending regular canons (*Epistola*), as well as discussing the diversity of religious life, the Holy Spirit and the Eucharist (*Anticimenon*, Books 1-3). Political and theological activities intertwined constantly throughout his career. Tensions with his superiors partly led him to compose the *Anticimenon* and *Epistola* which perhaps partly explains their tone and arguments.

Anselm’s career may be divided into four periods: early life (ca. 1095-1129);
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1129-1136: ordination as bishop of Havelberg, association with Norbert and imperial service to King Lothar III; 1136-1152: imperial service to King Conrad III, participation in the Wends Crusade and exile to Havelberg; 1152-1158: imperial service to King Frederick Barbarossa, ordination as archbishop of Ravenna and the siege of Milan. Epistola and Anticimenon were written within the third period of his career (1136-1152).

Birth and education: ca. 1095-1129

Although there is no record of his parentage, Petit believes Anselm originated from the Rhineland or Lower Lorraine. It is speculated that he was a pupil of Ralph of Laon, and a student when Norbert came to preach at Laon’s cathedral school. Lees claims that Anselm was schooled at Liège: “The single piece of evidence for Anselm’s early life strongly suggests that as a young man, he received his education in Liège [.]”

1129-1136: Anselm, Bishop of Havelberg; association with Norbert of Xanten and Lothar III

Lees stresses that 1129, the year Norbert appointed him bishop of Havelberg, is the first sure date of Anselm’s biography, although Anselm had met Norbert previously.

---

332 This mainly follows Lees’s outline of Anselm of Havelberg.
Anselm’s ordination date (1129) is determined by Jerichow’s foundation charter of 1144, dated as the fifteenth year of Anselm’s episcopacy. Havelberg was located in the diocese of Magdeburg. Its see had been established in the tenth century, and was oriented against the Slavic people (Wends) who had taken violent action against Havelberg in 983. The city’s inhabitants were still pagan when Anselm was made bishop. These factors could explain Anselm’s unwillingness to enter this area, as it was some time before he established his residence there.

By the time Archbishop Norbert of Magdeburg appointed Anselm bishop, Anselm was in a powerful position due to his association with Norbert. Norbert introduced Anselm to the court of Lothar III, and Anselm subsequently entered papal circles and other imperial courts. While Anselm remained with Norbert in Magdeburg during the period of violence directed against Norbert in that city, Anselm exercised no diocesan functions. Records reveal Anselm’s presence in the court of Lothar III and the meeting between Pope Innocent II and Lothar in Liège in 1131 when Norbert mediated negotiations for Lothar’s right to invest bishops and abbots in exchange for military protection. Norbert’s involvement was significant as he supported Innocent over Analectus II in the papal schism.

---

336 This in turn helps determine his birth date, as according to canon law, Anselm was at least thirty years old at ordination, meaning he was born in 1099 at the latest: Lees, Anselm, 13; 22.
337 Lees, Anselm, 27.
338 Petit, Spirituality, 59.
339 Antry and Neel, “Introduction,” 29; on Norbert as mentor, see Lees, Anselm, 17; cf. Petit, Spirituality, 59-60.
340 Lees, Anselm, 22; 33-35; 48-97.
341 Lees, Anselm, 33.
342 Lees, Anselm, 32-35.
Before Norbert died in 1134, Anselm was summoned to Lothar’s court, and was delegated to repair certain abbeys and dedicate a monastery; he also accompanied Lothar to Merseburg. These demonstrate Anselm’s experience of monastic administration and imperial business. In 1133 Anselm accompanied Lothar and Norbert to Italy where he was asked to preach by Innocent II.

In 1136, Lothar sent Anselm to Constantinople as a delegate. The purpose of the mission remains unclear. Petit believes that Anselm conducted theological conversations with the Greeks about the Holy Spirit and unleavened bread, later recording these conversations at Pope Eugene’s request. Lees, however believes Anselm’s Anticimenon to be an unreliable source: although it describes Anselm’s participation in debates during the visit, Lees perceives that the mission was conducted in connection with a general cooperation between empires, and Lothar’s wish to secure military support from the Greeks for his Italian campaign.

1136-1152: Exile to Magdeburg, imperial service to Conrad III, Wends Crusade, Havelberg exile

Both Epistola and Anticimenon were written around the two separate occasions of exile. Anselm had been involved in the court and papal palaces in 1136. A setback to his career occurred in 1137 when Lothar III died. Anselm hesitated to

---

344 Lees, Anselm, 40-42.
345 Anselm also cooperated with Abbot Wibald of Stavelt in reconciling the pope with the emperor. Petit, Spirituality, 60.
346 Petit, Spirituality, 60.
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support Conrad III over Henry the Proud and was forced into exile, heading to Magdeburg and probably writing the *Epistola* there in 1138. In 1139 he established his residence in Havelland. Until his return to the royal court, Anselm was involved within the court of Archbishop Conrad. He also worked with his successor Archbishop Frederick, creating a Norbertine foundation at Jerichow in 1144 before returning to the royal court in 1145.

Between 1145-52, Anselm accompanied Conrad III to Speyer where he met Bernard of Clairvaux, the Wenden Crusade was undertaken, Anselm met Pope Eugene, and was exiled a second time. Meeting Pope Eugene and the second exile formed the circumstances for the composition of *Anticimenon*. Pope Eugene requested Anselm to compose *Anticimenon* in 1149 which Anselm ultimately did during his second exile (1149-50). This exile happened because Anselm was caught among the tensions between Pope Eugene and King Conrad concerning their alliance, and was forced by the Pope to report to Conrad the news of the failed Crusade, the disarray of Italy and the rebellion against him. Anselm describes Conrad’s anger, comparing himself to Christ before Pilate: “After having been praised, the sun of divine contemplation darkens, the foundation of the body trembles, the rock of faith splits, the veil of the temple is rent.” Anselm was effectively exiled from the imperial circles of Hohenstaufen.

---

Conrad III. During 1149-50 Anselm wrote Anticimenon in Havelberg. Antry and Neel date Anticimenon to 1150.

Notwithstanding his exile and harsh conditions, it was a productive time in Havelberg, considering his composition of Anticimenon and establishment of a Premonstratensian house within the cathedral church chapter where Anselm lived in a community. Anselm’s letter to Wibald describes himself in Havelberg as a “poor man of Christ among [his] brothers,” as well as the divine services, fasting, prayer, divine reading, meditation and his own awareness of the danger of pagan attacks and potential martyrdom. Forgiven in 1150, Anselm remained a representative of Havelberg and Magdeburg until Conrad’s death in 1152.

1152-1158: Anselm and Frederick Barbarossa, Second Constantinople visit, siege of Milan, death

The final stage of Anselm’s career saw his association with Frederick Barbarossa, the elected sucessor of King Conrad in 1152. Anselm attended the new imperial court where he served as royal adviser; he helped settle tensions between the emperor and pope, this time concerning the Magdeburg archbishopric. Closely associated with Frederick, Anselm acted as high councilor of Barbarossa. He was sent as a legate to Constantinople a second time by Frederick in 1154-55 via Italy, and

356 Lees, Anselm, 85-96.
358 petit, Spirituality, 59-60; cf. Anselm of Havelberg, Epistola CCXXXV Ad Wibaldum.
359 Lees, Anselm, 85-96.
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possibly debated at Thessalonica. He later appeared as a candidate for Ravenna, receiving the title of archbishop and pallium from Hadrian IV in 1155 on the same day Fredrick was crowned emperor in Rome.\textsuperscript{362} Petit highlights Anselm’s role in negotiating the coronation of Frederick I together with the ambassadors of Pope Eugene III in 1154.\textsuperscript{363} During Frederick’s campaign against Milan Anselm instructed to show Milan no mercy, and he died unexpectedly on August 12, 1158.\textsuperscript{364}

To summarize, Anselm’s biography is marked by perpetual change of imperial and papal power, uncertain loyalties and tensions between emperor and pope, as well as between Christians and pagans. In some cases Anselm successfully fulfilled his role; in others, he failed although this was not univocally his fault. Despite his misfortunes, Anselm kept his position and even advanced to the archbishopric, proving himself useful to both the imperial administration and the Church.

\textit{Works: context of \textquotedblleft Epistola apologetica\textquotedblright\ and \textquotedblleft Anticimenon\textquotedblright\}

Anselm seems to have left few works. Migne’s \textit{Patrologiae} lists three: \textit{Apologetic Letter (Epistola apologetica), Anticimenon (Dialogi), and Liber de ordine canonicorum}.\textsuperscript{365} Only the first two shall be viewed in more detail here. These were written when Anselm was already bishop of Havelberg, having undertaken significant roles within the Norbertine order, and known within imperial and papal circles.\textsuperscript{366}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[362] Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 105-114; Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 60.
\item[363] Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 60.
\item[364] Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 60.
\item[366] See PL 188.
\end{footnotes}
As mentioned earlier, *Epistola* was written in exile caused by Anselm’s
hesitation to support the new king Conrad III after the death of Lothar III in 1137. Until
that point, Anselm had been employed in the imperial court. He returned to
Magdeburg, originally Norbert’s diocese, and set to writing the *Epistola*.\(^{367}\) *Epistola*
(1138) is his first significant work, a rigorous defence of regular canons against monks
and addressed to Egbert, abbot of Huysburg.\(^{368}\) Lees has addressed the various dating
issues surrounding *Epistola*, but agrees it could have been composed in 1138.\(^{369}\)

Although *Epistola* was written in response to Egbert, it reveals the resentment of
the ongoing debate apparent since the 1120s.\(^{370}\) In Anselm’s time, an Augustinian
provost had left a religious house to join a Benedictine monastery in Huysburg (diocese
of Halberstadt). In the resulting debate between Egbert and Anselm, Anselm defends
the regular canons’ way of life. Egbert wrote three letters; Anselm’s *Epistola* is a
response to Egbert’s third letter.\(^{371}\)

*Anticimenon* (ca. 1150) is a later work containing three books: two books of
dialogues with the Greeks as well as a prefatory book *De Una Credendi (On the Unity
of the Faith and the many Ways of Living from Abel the Just to the Last of the Elect)*
which will be examined in greater detail. Lees interprets *Anticimenon* as having five
divisions: a prologue addressed to the pope; *De Una Credendi* (Book One); a proem
addressed to the brothers; the first debate on *Filioque* (Book Two); and a second debate
on sacraments and the pope (Book Three).\(^{372}\) The date of this work is disputed – Petit

---


\(^{369}\) According to Antry and Neel, “Introduction,” fn. 1, 252: see Lees, “Charity and Enmity in the

\(^{370}\) Antry and Neel, “Introduction,” 32-33; on Egbert’s argument see Kurt Fina: “Anselm von Havelberg,”
93-7.

Forschritte* 38 (1964): 25-28; on the response, see Lees *Anselm*, fn. 22, 54; fn. 23, 136; 162.

\(^{372}\) Lees, *Anselm*, 106-133.
regards it as 1143, while Lees, Antry and Neel consider it to be circa 1150. Although set in Constantinople, Lees is hesitant to claim that Anselm actually held a debate there at the time, and considers that Anselm’s mission concerned the creation of a military alliance.\textsuperscript{373} This work was written during Anselm’s second exile to Havelberg.\textsuperscript{374}

Some scholarship considers \textit{Epistola} and \textit{Anticimenon} in light of Anselm’s immediate biographical context, perceiving that these form an “apologia for his own life.”\textsuperscript{375} Lees argues that the \textit{Epistola} is an “early attempt by Anselm to conceptualize his active life by comparing the actions of biblical figures with the deeds of men active in the clerical hierarchy.”\textsuperscript{376} In \textit{De Una Forma Credendi}, Anselm goes further by thinking about history containing related actions, while in \textit{Anticimenon} he “takes an event from his own life and dramatically reshapes it through words to present a model of action and to illustrate the potential such action has for promoting a united Christendom.”\textsuperscript{377} Thus Anselm describes a “model he aspired to, a model inspired by the teachers of his youth who themselves wrote little.”\textsuperscript{378} That is, these are works attempting to show a model of the active life according to Anselm’s understanding.\textsuperscript{379}

While these observations show the trajectory of Anselm’s thought across his works, the forthcoming analysis will show that the model that Lees perceives can be understood as contemplation in balance with action.

Besides Anselm’s immediate biographical context, the works relate to broader historical and theological questions. The concern with religious diversity is apparent in

\begin{itemize}
\item [\textsuperscript{373}] Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 67-70; Antry and Neel, “Introduction,” 30; Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 48-69.
\item [\textsuperscript{374}] Antry and Neel, “Introduction,” 29; cf. Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 48-63; 85-96.
\item [\textsuperscript{375}] Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 7.
\item [\textsuperscript{376}] Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 6.
\item [\textsuperscript{377}] Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 7.
\item [\textsuperscript{378}] Ibid.
\item [\textsuperscript{379}] Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 284.
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both works – within discussions about religious orders in the eleventh and twelfth centuries as shown in *Epistola*, and in dialogue about the differences between Roman and Greek Orthodox Churches in *Anticimenon*. Scholarship recognizes Anselm’s ecumenical legacy: as Evans mentions, Anselm informed the West about the East in such a way that Eastern Christians could be perceived as “fellow-members of a richly diversified Body of Christ to whom particular gifts of the Spirit had been given.” With this ecumenical outlook, Anselm “[sets] out […] the ecumenical importance of resolving the issue of essentials and inessentials, and the related question of the place of diversity in a united Church.” Moreover, Anselm’s concern for language shows sensitivity to both Greek and Latin sides. However, it is also clear that for Anselm the authority of the Roman Church stands above all Churches. Lees remarks that the debates were not influential in Anselm’s time. Another issue was the debate concerning differentiation of monks and canons in *Epistola*. Rupert Deutz had produced a text in the 1120s, which shows that this debate had been present fifteen years before the *Epistola*. The question about the right of transferring between orders is related to this debate.

---
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Exegesis concerning action and contemplation (exemplified by Martha and Mary) had been evident since the patristic era. Another theological debate concerns the Filioque clause, discussed within Book Two of Anticimenon. Anselm’s works also show characteristics of affective spirituality associated with other twelfth-century monastic writing (see Anticimenon, chapter 13, p. 79), as well as an apocalyptic theme characteristic in some strands of medieval Christian thought.

*Philip of Harvengt: life, works, and context of Knowledge of Clerics*

Philip of Harvengt (d. 1183) was a canon, prior and abbot of Bonne Esperance in Brabant. Although a more prolific writer than Anselm, there is less scholarship in English that focuses specifically on Philip’s biography and works. In the early 1120s Philip became a convert of Norbert and was an early member of Prémontré, and was schooled in Laon. Sent to Bonne Esperance in Hainult in 1126 or 1127, he served as prior under Abbot Odo. A controversy arose in the 1140s concerning an individual transferring from a canons’ house to a Cistercian house, resulting in Philip being removed from the priorate and exiled from Bonne Esperance. He was restored to the priorate in the 1150s, and elected abbot about five years later, a position he held for more than twenty years. Existing scholarship about Philip includes a short biography, summaries of his works, as well as translations of and introductions for
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Knowledge of Clerics and Life of Oda. Articles discuss his views on history and theology and silence, others analyse his thought concerning regular canons and teaching as such within a broader analysis of the differentiation of regular canons from monks, as well as his Vita Augustini, and the passage between religious orders.

Petit describes Philip’s works, but does not assign any date to most of them. Among his works are descriptions of his school life, three brief theological treatises (on the dream of Nebuchadnezzar, the salvation of the first man, and Solomon’s damnation). Referring to the above-mentioned controversy of the 1140s, Philip addressed two letters to Bernard of Clairvaux after a canon from Bonne Esperance fled to the Cistercian house of Clairavaux where Bernard welcomed him; the canon did not return. After this controversy, Philip went into exile but eventually returned to Bonne Esperance. During his exile, he wrote a series of works on the formation of canons, often cited as his synoptic work On the Education of Clerics. The series discusses the status, knowledge, silence, justice, self-restraint and obedience of clerics. Petit refers to this as one large theological and ascetical work, one of the greater attempts in defining clerical and monastic spirituality. Philip also wrote Mystical Commentary on the Canticle of Canticles, a Marian commentary on the Song of Songs. There Philip interprets the Song as illustrating various relationships between God, Christ, Mary, the
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Church, and the individual. Mary receives particular attention, Philip focusing on her status with regard to original sin, and her role not only as a figurative bride of Jesus and her love and knowledge of Christ, but also as mother, contemplative, teacher of the apostles, and carer for the apostles’ successors. Life of Oda was written circa 1158, the death date of Oda. He composed other biographies, including one of St Augustine.

The Knowledge of Clerics is part of the synoptic On the Education of Clerics. The title of the latter was created in the seventeenth-century edition of Nicholas Chamat, abbot of Bonne Esperance. Philip composed this work when he had been removed from the priorate during the controversy in the 1140s concerning a canon’s transfer to a Cistercian house. It is unclear for whom he wrote this work: some suggest his confrères, whereas Bynum suggests Augustinian priests. Antry and Neel consider that Premonstratensians were his specific audience, rather than Augustinian canons in general.

Adam Scot: life, works and context of “On the Order, the Habit and the Religious Profession of the Regular Canons of Prémontré”

Adam Scot (1150-1213/1214) was born in Berwickshire. After receiving his education he became drawn to the religious life, entering the Premonstratensian Dryburgh Abbey (established 1152) in the diocese of St Andrews. He was ordained a
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priest at the age of twenty-four, and was a widely-read intellectual and contemplative. Around 1180 he was elected to ultimately replace Abbot Gerald and led the abbey. He was preferred by the chapter to become an abbot officially in 1181, and was invited by Prémontré’s abbot to visit Prémontré. Adam become abbot of Dryburgh when Gerald died in 1184. After the general chapter of 1188 or 1189, Adam visited the Carthusian house of Val Saint-Pierre near Verrines (Aisme) together with the abbot of Prémontré. He subsequently lived as a Carthusian for twenty-four years.

Adam was a prolific writer who composed a dictionary, sermons, and spiritual treatises. Not all his works survive, such as On Sweetness of God. Adam’s earliest known work, Allegories of Sacred Scripture, is a dictionary of allegorical interpretations. His fourteen sermons On the Order, the Habit and the Religious Profession of the Regular Canons of Premonstre is dated circa 1180. Around the same time, Adam composed On the Tabernacle, an exegetical work in three books interpreting the tabernacle of Moses in literal, allegorical and moral mode. His Threefold Nature of Contemplation is considered his masterpiece. It discusses the successive stages of the soul’s journey towards God, as well as hell and the sweetness of God towards the elect. It was probably composed when he received the abbatial blessing. After that he wrote On the Instruction of the Soul, comprising dialogues between Reason and the Soul. Before becoming a Carthusian, Adam wrote a
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collection of a hundred sermons, contained by two volumes.\footnote{Petit, \textit{Spirituality}; 223-230.} \textit{Four Exercises from The Cell}, a work from his period as a Carthusian, is representative of Carthusian spirituality. Nevertheless, the similarity between his teachings to both Carthusians and Premonstratensians is noted.\footnote{Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 230-231.}

The fourteen sermons were never preached, but meant for reading in the refectory. While they are significant as an early example of Premonstratensian spirituality, Petit finds that Adam’s success in this regard is limited as by the time of composition the order had shifted away from its original inspiration of Norbert and the spontaneity which had characterised it. Instead the order was becoming more formally structured around contemplation. Throughout these sermons, Adam explores the dignity of canons, the symbolism of their habit, and their obedience and devotion.\footnote{Petit, \textit{Spirituality}, 203-8.}

\textbf{Analysis: \textit{Epistola apologetica} by Anselm of Havelberg}

\textit{Epistola apologetica: content}

Anselm’s letter to Abbot Egbert of Huysburg argues for the superiority of regular canons over monks. Anselm’s supporting arguments are twofold: firstly, that the best kind of religious life contains a balance between action and contemplation. Clerics fulfill this better than monks, since clerics can be both active and contemplative, whereas monks are not active. Secondly, Anselm argues that clerics are necessary for
the Church, whereas monks, though excellent, only adorn it. Anselm is arguing against the previous Benedictines, and for the position of regular canons. This latter term was not well-defined, allowing Anselm to shape that definition within his argument. He voices the perspective of those who did not understand the clerical position as inferior to that of the monastic. Anselm defines the monk as a contemplative. Anselm attempts to define the differences between canon, cleric, and monk by speaking of their ideal in conjunction with deeds.

Anselm supports his point through rational argumentation and biblical citation. When discussing the definition of a canon and the ranks of canon and monk, he uses rational argumentation. Anselm is careful to note that there are good monks as well as good clerics, but that these are good by virtue of their goodness, not their office. Their respective ranks, however, are compared through biblical exegesis (allegorical and moral) of Old and New Testament figures (Moses, David, Paul, Martha, Mary) and Christ himself. Allegorical interpretation by Anselm’s contemporaries already compared some of these figures in pairs as representative of action and contemplation – Rachel with Leah, and Mary with Martha. Anselm also cites Church authorities, and even utilizes Bernard of Clairvaux and himself as examples within his argument. He includes a specific case of someone transferring between vocations to reinforce his argument.

418 Anselm, Epistola apologetica, 58 (hereafter ‘Ep.’, citing page number in Antry and Neel’s translation), trans. Carol Neel in Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality (New York: Paulist Press, 2007), 38-62; translation is based on PL 188, col. 1091-1118
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Structure

Anselm’s two main points – that the best kind of religious life finds a balance between action and contemplation (clerics fulfill this better than monks), and that clerics are necessary for the Church – are reached starting from two general claims which his opponent could not oppose through faith or reason. Firstly, that charitable acts are related to the law of charity (“he who administers acts of charity is to be embraced according to its law”). 423 Secondly, according to Scripture, not all the faithful in the Old and New Testaments were monks. 424 Starting with these general claims allows a gradual transition towards his conclusive statements. For instance, he also suggests that monastic life is lesser than clerical excellence, and that good monks and clerics are good by virtue of their goodness, not their order. 425

Anselm launches into a sharper attack by examining the case of provost canon Peter of Hamersleben who transitioned to a monastic life but was recalled. 426 Anselm argues this recall was just, employing various reasons concerning heavenly and earthly ranks. He defends novelty through rational argument, but cites authorities in order to speak of presumption and the impulse to transition to a different vocation. 427 Ultimately Anselm suggests there are correct procedures for transitioning between monastic and canonical life. 428

The attack brings him to the central issue: either the monastic order is greater, or it is not. Anselm argues that the authority of canons is in fact greater than other
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institutions: a monk may become a cleric, but when a cleric transitions to monastic life, he is demoted in vocation. 429 Ultimately, Anselm will show that the Church in fact needs clerics, whereas the monks are inessential additions to it. 430

However, before he delivers that final argument, Anselm argues as if starting on common ground, mirroring the method used at the beginning of the letter. Explaining that both monks and clerics make sacrifices, he calls himself a “poor man of Christ” which for his readers would have had strong connotations, possibly evoking Norbert. 431 Conceding that clerics and monks have different roles, he argues that balance between the active and contemplative life is best, using various biblical interpretations. 432 This culminates with the interpretation of the story of Mary, Martha and Christ. Anselm chooses Christ to exemplify balance: Christ is the highest model for contemplation and action. 433 Anselm illustrates the Apostle John as symbolised by the eagle:

“Full of the spirit of wisdom and intellect, endowed with the special privilege of divine love, he penetrated the secrets of divinity […] Crossing into the active life at Ephesus […] he founded churches […] and established priests. See how the living creatures of God burn and gleam like lightning! They wander into contemplation and return to action undiminished, rather expanded in their merit and in their reward.” 434
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Paul is a similar proof that Christ can be imitated. Reversing the initial concession that a monastic life may be good, Anselm goes so far as to point out that all the dangers of contemplation stem from the devil. He subtly criticizes monks who pursue secular business, showing that members of the monastic profession are not above reproach, swiftly qualifying that statement by conceding that a contemplative life itself is not idle. He urges clear-sighted contemplation and rational compliance with one’s profession.

A recapitulation serves to remind of the letter’s purpose – discussing monastic rather than clerical life – before stating that the clerical life is necessary, while the monastic is merely additional. He repeats some points of the argument, re-evaluating St. Paul whose active life left a superior legacy compared to his contemplative life in Anselm’s view. He provides a closing statement barely hiding his contempt for Egbert, then adopts a concilatory, polite tone. Citing charity as his reason for writing, Anselm invites all to be humbled, calling competition among Christians vain both in heaven and on earth in the Church. Less subtly, he bids Egbert depart into a life of penance, while Anselm will carry, so to speak, the Ark of the Testament. Finally, stressing that both sides are pilgrims, he invites Egbert to act in the Lord’s name and to abstain from judgement, and hopes that charity may preside.

---
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Themes: charity, action and contemplation

Anselm’s main argument – claiming superiority of clerics over monks\textsuperscript{444} – contains two main themes: the balance between action and contemplation, and the necessity for clerics from the Church’s point of view. Subordinate topics to these themes include the transition between religious orders\textsuperscript{445} as well as the clerical duties of sacrifice.\textsuperscript{446} Biblical and patristic examples, as well as extensive exegesis concerning Mary and Martha serve as illustrations for his argument.

As Lees considers the work “caustic”, he claims the Epistola “is not a work of love.”\textsuperscript{447} The “brotherly love” that Anselm mentions is merely a “pretension.”\textsuperscript{448} The passion of his work obstructs the “way of charity”.\textsuperscript{449} However, as Anselm claims, Egbert has created a “meaningless controversy, defending the monastic order when no one attacks it, and pursuing personal ambition to make a name for himself.”\textsuperscript{450}

Lees points out the difference between Epistola and De Una Forma Credendi: the former is characterised by an invective, while the latter is not. In fact, the latter praises variety,\textsuperscript{451} while the Epistola does not. Viewing the tension between the two works, he adds that the the former is not a mature expression of its author, but that this should not distort the view of his latter mature expression in the Anticimenon.\textsuperscript{452}

The following analysis will argue, however, that charity occurs as a theme within Anselm’s work, taking into account his caustic rhetorical tone, but also
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\textsuperscript{447} Lees, “Charity and Enmity,” Viator 25: 58; 61.
\textsuperscript{448} Lees, Anselm, 161.
\textsuperscript{449} Lees, Anselm, 163.
\textsuperscript{450} Lees, Anselm, 139.
\textsuperscript{451} Lees, “Charity and Enmity,” 61.
\textsuperscript{452} Lees, “Charity and Enmity,” 62.
distinguishing this from his actual claims about charity. *Epistola* contains rhetorical attacks directed against Egbert, yet which are at the same time associated with the concept of charity, such as Anselm’s justification for his critique, as well as general criticism and instructions for Egbert. This is also associated with his fear for Egbert, a wish to reconcile with him and his general plea for charity. To summarise, the topic of charity is part of Anselm’s rhetorical method; it will be suggested that charity is also foundational for this text.

**Charity: claims and justification**

Charity is repeated throughout the entire text, suggesting not only its importance within the formal vocabulary, but its permeating significance. The word “charity” is used formally (i.e., Anselm intends to build up charity with Egbert; charity compelled Anselm to write; inviting charity to preside; commanding Egbert to direct his charity), illustratively (i.e., Egbert rips charity’s garment in attack) and in his argument (i.e. he who administers acts of charity is to be embraced according to its law).

Thus “charity” runs throughout the text in different modes – formal, illustrative and argumentative. Charity is mentioned within the first point of his argument: “He who administers acts of charity is to be embraced according to its law, but he who acts outside that law should be admonished.” Anselm follows this with an illustrative
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453 Ep., 38; 41; 60-1.
454 Ep., 40-1; 50; 61; 62.
455 Ep., 41; 53; 60; 62.
456 Ep., 40.
457 Ep., 38.
458 Ibid.
passage of metaphors contrasting good and evil (light and darkness; sweetness and bitterness). Without the admonition according to the law, good and evil might otherwise become confused in the eyes of the actor.\textsuperscript{459} He describes how he received Egbert’s letter, seeming to direct the earlier claim about charity and the law to Egbert himself. Thus what initially seems an argumentative point becomes a rhetorical attack against Egbert’s exegesis.\textsuperscript{460}

From one aspect this argumentative opening statement is a personal attack against Egbert. On another level, it introduces the idea of the close relation between charity, action and law. It supposes that charitable acts fulfill the law and vice versa. Later he will suggest that contemplative acts can be dangerous, yet admit that a balance between the action and contemplation is best.

Anselm also suggests that charitable acts distinguish clerics from monks, who, according to Anselm, mainly contemplate. Anselm’s attack and correction of Egbert’s assumptions about monks point to his concern for teaching and correction.\textsuperscript{461} This does not provide conclusive proof of Anselm’s own charitable attitude, but charity remains a conspicuous term throughout the text. The apparent contradictions between Anselm’s own life and his teachings have been noted and show the complex relationship between what he advocated at different times: his request to show no mercy to Milan, for instance, stands in contrast to the literary tone in \textit{Anticimenon}. This section has not attempted to resolve that tension, but rather to show that Anselm uses the concept of charity within \textit{Epistola} not merely in possible affectation, but in various ways.

\textsuperscript{459} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{460} Ep., 38-9.
\textsuperscript{461} See Bynum, \textit{Docere}, 195.
**Action and contemplation: claims and justification**

Anselm clearly identifies the close bond between charity and action, and claims that a balance of action and contemplation in the religious life is best. His discussion of this balance is used to differentiate various religious vocations.

**Action and contemplation: proportions and balance in the religious life**

Anselm claims that best religious life is balanced between action and contemplation based on his exegesis of Old and New Testament passages, as well as examples of Bernard and himself.\(^{462}\) Old Testament characters such as Abel, Noah and Abraham exemplify the contemplative life. However, Leah and Rachel are interpreted as representing action and contemplation respectively. Not discussing these characters further, he demonstrates Moses as a contemplative prepared for action: “As a servant to the Lord’s house he was divinely taught, made ready through heavenly contemplation for terrestrial action.”\(^{463}\) Such actions concern the Law, the rule of the people and ordination of priests. Subsequent leaders Joshua and Caleb, having contemplated and explored the promised land, revealed its secrets to their people inspiring them to act. Anselm characterises them as “teachers of virtue in God’s church […] who set an example by going before the people.”\(^{464}\) David acted as a perfect contemplative, God finding him “a man according to my own heart.” He interprets Ezekiel 3:22-24 as

---


\(^{463}\) Ep. 51.

urging contemplation as well as preaching, contemplation meaning “to separate the mind from […] preaching and to conserve the joy of life spiritually, within oneself […]” Anselm concludes that the biblical fathers clearly considered the combined life of contemplation and action as perfect. Anselm’s biblical citation relates Moses and Ezekiel to a priestly role through their knowledge and learnedness, as Philip of Harvengt similarly does, in addition mentioning also Belseel and Ooliab.

Anselm’s New Testament exegesis, particularly of Mary, Martha and Jesus at Bethany is used to prove the superiority of clerics. This exegesis defines the differences between monks and clerics and establishes that balance is best before proceeding to claim that clerics are necessary for the Church. Hence, this exegesis is key for his argument.

Anselm’s interpretation is both allegorical and moral: Martha signifies the active life, and Mary, the contemplative. He advances by demonstrating their worth relative to each other. For instance, compared to Martha, Mary chooses the better part, but not in comparison to Christ himself. These three figures also signify listening, serving and teaching. In relation to Martha, Mary as a listener (auditores) chooses the better part, but not in relation to Christ, who is a teacher (doctores) and the worthiest. Those prior to Christ manifested a likeness (as figura) of the two lives. Christ is the ideal: seen face to face he is the “single manifestation of how one’s life
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465 Ep., 52.
466 Ibid.
467 Philip of Harvengt, Knowledge, 201-204.
468 Ep., 53.
469 Ep., 53-4.
470 Ep, 53.
should be lived.” Lees claims Anselm’s education at Liège is reflected in this exegesis, since his teacher would have been a model for student behaviour. However, Anselm suggests a further interpretation: Christ transcends the role of teacher, and is an example of all three lives, and besides teaching, displays perfect action and contemplation. Action is manifested by his various works (visiting God’s people according to Luke 7:16) etc. Regarding the contemplative role, Anselm refers to Christ in the desert (Luke 4:1-2) and the mountains. However, Anselm’s understanding of Christ as teacher is ambiguous – is it action? Within Anselm’s exegesis, Christ teaching in the Temple or the mountain, as well as his healing people appear close together in the passage. As Christ embodies all three paradigms of action, contemplation and teaching, the lines between those roles in each example are not clearly distinguished. The lack of clarity does not strengthen Anselm’s argument for the superiority of clerics, particularly if he considers them as teachers. Perhaps the lack of distinction reflects the growing independence of schools, and the rise of the secular school. In this sense, Anselm may be referring to “teacher” as a non-religious vocation. If this is so, then it is particularly significant that Anselm considers Christ a paradigm of each profession, the “norm of right living in both his deeds and words.”

To summarise, Anselm shifts from allegorical and moral interpretation to a historical interpretation, as he shows examples of Christ in contemplative and active states. After showing Christ as “chief of the contemplatves,” Anselm interprets
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472 Ibid.
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477 Ibid., 52.
Christ balancing both the active and contemplative life, allowing him to argue for the superiority of clerics. Christ’s example is followed by the apostles, instituting the apostolic life as according to his life in following Christ’s commands.\textsuperscript{478} Anselm’s case studies of the apostles Paul and John probably imply that medieval \textit{vita apostolica} is modelled on their original apostolic life which strengthens the authority and credibility of Anselm’s points.

\textit{Action and contemplation: the definition of monk and cleric}

From this point onwards Anselm distinguishes monks and clerics. A fundamental aspect that he ignores is that monks might take part in the \textit{vita activa}. Anselm instead strictly equates the monastic life with withdrawal, not nuancing this position. This is simplistic and inaccurate, since his own friend Abbot Wibald took an active position in court.\textsuperscript{479} Similarly, Bernard of Clairvaux preached to the pope and took part in councils, as Anselm himself mentions in both his \textit{Epistola} and \textit{Anticimenon}.\textsuperscript{480} However, Anselm’s earlier discussion of the word “choose” foreshadows his differentiation. As the lower rank (Mary) may choose silence and quiet, but not teaching, for which members of this rank must be selected.\textsuperscript{481}

Anselm’s argument follows a rhetorical rather than exegetical course. Firstly, he mentions Satan potentially manipulating contemplatives.\textsuperscript{482} Furthermore, he proceeds to demonstrate, not always consistently, that the contemplative is not synonymous with

\textsuperscript{478} On Paul and John, see Ep. 55-6.
\textsuperscript{479} Lees, \textit{Anselm}, 138.
\textsuperscript{480} Ep., 48.; \textit{Anticimenon}, I: 10.
\textsuperscript{481} Ep., 54.
\textsuperscript{482} Ep., 56.
the monastic. For instance, he perceives monks as contemplatives regardless of the kind of actions they conduct, such as exiting their community for secular business, or extorting money. Even when they assume Martha’s part, doing good works, or taking “action in writing, reading, singing, and maintaining the rhythm of the good work and usefulness of the monastery,” they remain contemplatives.

Whether they even fulfill their single contemplative role is another question. In Anselm’s eyes, monks are not contemplative when they “sit lazily in the cloister with folded hands and in embroidered sleeves, [...] have a leisurely meal, [...] keep useless clothes, [...] sleep soundly,” – walking purposelessly, and constantly complaining if something is not according to their will. Anselm uses the word “contemplative” in two ways. The first describes the monastic person who only supposedly contemplates. The second meaning describes the actual contemplative monastic person. Anselm wishes to demonstrate that monks have only taken on the title of contemplation, usurping it for themselves. Clerics, in contrast, may “be lifted devoutly, by some grace, to the highest citadel of contemplation – and this can happen the better when they take on the care of theirs. [...] [The] two orders present different purposes for their members’ lives. Each is good.” – but clerics are more necessary. Hence clerics may be contemplative as well as active. St Paul, for instance, is an example of the active and contemplative apostle.

To summarise, Anselm has argued that clerics may be differentiated from monks on account of fulfilling both active and contemplative roles. Differentiation helps him
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argue that the clerical life is different and superior to the monastic. He hints that monks do not fulfill their contemplative vocation well, and that it is in fact not rightly called their own vocation in the first place. His generalized criticism omits any mention of any faults of clerics.489

However, the differentiation of religious orders on earth amounts to nothing if there is not charity: “Just as here [different orders] do not fall down unless they are puffed up and hateful, so there they will not ascend to those high places without charity.”490 This forms part of the closing paragraphs which end on a conciliatory note.

**Conclusion: action, contemplation, charity**

To conclude, by generalizing characteristics of clerical and monastic life, Anselm’s letter reveals bias, flawed his argument. For instance, he exaggerates the dangers of contemplation. However, he admits that individual monks and canons may be good, but this is due to their individual goodness rather than their vocation. Overall, in *Epistola* the discussion about action and contemplation is central. However, charity is a ubiquitous term throughout the text in formal phrases, and as a term of his opening argument: those who do charitable acts fulfill the law and should be embraced. Charity is revisited at the end of his letter: no religious order can succeed without charity. Hence charity is closely associated with the law, goodness and achievement.
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489 Philip of Harvengt does not hesitate to indicate clerical faults: see *Knowledge*, 210.
490 Ep., 61.
Analysis: *Anticimenon, Book One* by Anselm of Havelberg

Content: argument

Book One of *Anticimenon* is titled: “On the Unity of the Faith and the Many Forms of Life From Abel the Just to the Last of the Elect” (*De Una Credendi*).\(^{491}\) This title contains terms used in Anselm’s main argument: Anselm addresses the criticism and scepticism about the multiformity of the religious life – the mutability and seeming inconsistency within the Church as exemplified by its various orders, rules, monks and canons. In reply, he argues that the Church is governed by one Spirit, and that it manifests different kinds of grace: in other words, that this multiformity is good as its sole source is the one Holy Spirit.\(^{492}\)

His argument is supported by two examples. Firstly, that the Old Testament displays multiformity, yet holds to the one faith (the ancient fathers are saved by the same faith of the present Church, and the transition to the New Testament does not bar this).\(^{493}\) Thus he places an historical and biblical warrant for multiformity of worship and practice. The second supporting point, transitioning into the time of the Church, claims that the “church of the elect” is one in faith, hope and charity. This “church of the elect” encompasses seven stages of the Church. By saying that the Church is one in faith, hope and charity, Anselm defends against the contention that multiformity of religious life distorts the divine plan.\(^{494}\) In fact, such multiformity might rather be said to be part of the divine plan.

\(^{491}\) Lees, *Anselm*, 106-133.
\(^{493}\) *Anticimenon*, chapters 3-5.
\(^{494}\) *Anticimenon*, chapters 7-13.
The Holy Spirit is emphasised as active in history and manifested among people. Distinctions between monks and canons are not highlighted in this work, just as the relative value of action and contemplation are not compared. When Anselm makes distinctions about people, he distinguishes between the good and evil, and between mature and hypocritical actions. Ultimately, Anselm defends multiforality, provided differences in religious life conform to the same faith in God and are brought about through the Holy Spirit.

Structure and methods of argument

Book One contains thirteen chapters. The first expresses the widespread amazement of the varied forms of Christian life in Anselm’s time. The second chapter contains his main statement: the Church is governed by one Spirit and manifests different kinds of grace, comparing the Church to a mother with many children. The rest of Book One defends this statement. The first supporting point demonstrates the Old Testament: sacrificial rites followed natural law, and the ancient fathers were saved in the same future faith. Transitioning from the Law to the Gospel, and from the Old to the New Testament, Anselm arrives at the second supporting point, examining seven ages of the Church. These illustrate the Church’s history, classified as the ages of miracles,
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495 Anticimenon, chapter 10, 74-5. 496 Anticimenon, chapters 10; 13. 497 Anticimenon, Book 2 Anselm calls the Holy Spirit “charity”. 498 Anticimenon, chapter 1, 47-49. 499 Anticimenon, Book 2, 49-51. 500 Anticimenon, chapters 3-4. 501 Anticimenon, chapters 5-6.
persecution and acceptance of Christians, heresy, false Christians, the cry of saints, the coming of the Anti-Christ, and the final stage of the Church.\footnote{Anticimenon, chapters 7-13.} Within these seven ages of the Church, Anselm examines figures such as Benedict, Norbert, Bernard and others to illustrate multiformity.\footnote{Anticimenon, chapter 10.} However, the diversity of these figures should not be conflated with other diverse figures such as persecutors or heretics. Anselm presents these in stark contrast to holy men. According to Anselm, different forms of religious life are gifts from God brought about by His will. In other words, multiformity is caused by the Spirit.

Anselm stresses that in the final stage comes silence, an infinite beatitude and revelation of mysteries. Time seems to become disjointed – the seventh stage is not necessarily linked to historical time as comprehended by humans, and is perhaps understood atemporally. That it occurs beyond human comprehension is signalled: “[Although the] elect will contemplate God in his glory, no creature may be understood to comprehend […] the fullness of the divine substance as it exists.”\footnote{Anticimenon, 77-79.}

Anselm returns to the subject of Church and humanity in relation to God. On one hand, both mutability and variety within the Church (though not in God) and human weakness are present in contemporary history.\footnote{Anticimenon, chapters 9; 13: see 78.} On the other, the church of the elect demonstrates both unity and constancy:

“[It is] one and subject to one God. She is one in the faith in which she steadfastly holds to those things we must believe about both past and future. She is one in the hope in which she patiently looks toward the things for which the faithful must hope. And she is
one in the charity in which she loves God and her neighbour in God, and whose embrace she extends even to her enemies for God’s sake.”

Arguing this further, Anselm uses an analogy of a king’s daughter to illustrate that the Church’s “faith (…) remains the same even if her form of life changes.” Finally, Anselm hopes that sceptics will be satisfied with his answers, hoping that “no scandal may otherwise offend them so that they despise any form of religious life or turn away from some religious community – if they are willing and if God, who draws all things to himself, presents it to them.” This final idea elaborates the notion of the Church being oriented towards God in unity and in faith.

To reiterate, Anselm moves from observing multiformity in the twelfth century towards explaining and evaluating it. He develops his initial observations about the Church to suggest that between God and Church exists reciprocity. God guides the Church (as a mother guides her children) but the Church, though people are fragile and times change, is one in its faith towards God. The seventh stage is characterised by divine blessedness and silence, creation showing no dissent or rejection of God. Similarly, multiformity displays conformity to God, since the Church is bound to Him. Those doing evil are separate from that phenomenon of multiformity guided by the Spirit. Evil persecutors and heretics dissent, reject God, and destroy, while various holy men (Benedict, Norbert, Bernard) consent to Him, building up religious communities in the Church.

506 *Anticimenon*, chapter 13, 79.
507 Ibid.
508 Ibid.
Themes

This section relates charity, action and contemplation to the main theme of multiformity. Considered in this context, charity, action and contemplation are related to a divine plan. Anselm’s notion of religious multiformity is informed by his theology and understanding of history, which are to an extent interdependent aspects. His theology is concerned with the relationship between God and the Church, which provides religious multiformity a theological basis. The relationship between God and Church is inextricably linked to religious multiformity, as will be shown. Anselm’s historical description spanning from the Old Testament to the end of all ages illustrates various kinds of multiformity, but in particular that of the Church. This historical description comprises most of the text (chapters 7-13). Scholarship has attempted to bridge both Anselm’s theology and history, resulting in a “theology of history”: Edyvean argues that Anselm’s historical outlook is a coherent theology of Christian history. God is continually involved in His Church: just as God is close to the individual soul, so He is also involved in the “progressive development of the essential institutional composite.”

Anselm’s historical illustration may be more vivid and persuasive than his theological reasoning. Among the seven stages of Church history, the emergence of religious orders appears among other events. Anselm does not discuss specific religious orders or vocations in depth, as might be expected. His discussion of multiformity at the beginning of the work does not lead to a discussion about monks and canons, for

---

instance; rather, religious orders are used merely as an example. When contrasting persecutors to holy men such as Benedict, Norbert and Bernard, he assumes a relationship between God and his people or the elect.\textsuperscript{510}

Towards the end of the work, Anselm elaborates the notion of the relationship between God and Church, acknowledging not only steadfastness, but the fragility of human nature and a perpetually changing historical context.\textsuperscript{511} Multiformity is partly explained through God’s guidance and the fragility of human nature, causing the historical context to shift. Various religious orders never fail to be good, appearing at the appropriate time in history and led by holy men. Anselm praises multiformity, perhaps in order to defend Premonstratensians in particular.

**Charity, action and contemplation: claims and justification**

Action, contemplation and charity are topics interwoven among the major themes, sometimes forming loose connections between each other, at times disappearing from the discussion altogether. This section will discuss charity only where it is explicitly mentioned in the translation by Criste and Neel, avoiding analysis of statements containing the word “love” (e.g. “love of the world,” p. 74).

\textsuperscript{510} Anticimenon, chapter 13, 77.

\textsuperscript{511} Anticimenon, chapter 13, 78.
Charity: claims and justification

Charity is mentioned explicitly in three statements concerning the relationships, in various combinations, between God, Church, one’s neighbour, false brothers and enemies.

Charity: God and Church

The following claim explains and defends multiformity of the Church: “[The Church] is one – one in faith, one in charity, the only one without any stain of impious infidelity, without any blemish of perverse duplicity.”512

This claims that the Church is in fact united, being “one in herself but multiform in respect to her children[.]”513 This is not a claim in the sense that it requires justification; rather, it itself is the justification for Anselm’s argument, being a part of catholic faith, yet also taken from Holy Scripture:

“May we invite them to consider what we must hold and believe according to catholic faith and Sacred Scripture, how the church of God is one in herself and in her nature but multiform in respect to her children [.]”514

512  Anticimenon, chapter 2, 50
513  Anticimenon, chapter 2, 49.
514  Ibid.
The claim itself: “one in faith, one in charity, etc.” is from Ephesians 5:27. The significance of this justifying statement is revealed by its relation to the rest of the passage. Chapter Two is titled: “That the one body of the Church is ruled and governed by one Holy Spirit, and manifests varied kinds of grace.” Hence this statement about the Church being one describes the Church’s relation to God: it is firstly subject and bound to God (suggested by the absence of “impious infidelity” as well as the chapter’s title describing it as “ruled and governed by the one Holy Spirit,”) and in its orientation and faith directed towards God, united in faithfulness.

Secondly, prior to this statement Anselm quotes Song 6:8: “One is my dove, my perfect one […] the only one of her mother, the chosen of her that bore her.” Anselm explains that just as there is only one generation of the just, so there is only one body of the Church (citing Psalm 111:2), linking this to citation from the Song. Criste and Neel point to Wisdom 1:22-23 when Anselm describes the Holy Spirit the following way:

“[One] in being, manifold, singular, mobile, eloquent, unpolluted, certain, sweet, loving of the good, sagacious, unhindered in his benificence, humane, benign, stable, sure, having every virtue, foreseeing all, containing every spirit, intelligible, and beautiful in form.”

515 Criste and Neel, Anticumon, fn. 16, 50.
516 Anticumon, chapter 2, 49.
517 Anticumon, chapter 2, 50
Hence the Church, one in charity, is as the beloved woman in the Song, only her beloved is not identified with Christ as usual in twelfth-century exegesis, as Criste and Neel observe, but the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit is described in similar terms to the beloved in the Song, and is even called “humane”. As Criste and Neel demonstrate, the Song was a significant text within twelfth-century reform: Bernard of Clairvaux’s commentary proves its significance within the medieval world. Premonstratensians were similarly interested in this text as shown by Philip of Harvenget’s commentary. However, Anselm is less affectionate than Philip in this case.  

The significance of calling the church “one in charity” highlights the deep personal relationship with the Spirit; it also reflects the Holy Spirit’s attributes: just as the Holy Spirit is singular and manifold, so the true body of the Church “is always one in the singularity of its singular faith but expressed in multiple forms by the manifold variety of its ways of life.” The statement about charity allows Anselm to provide his historical illustration of Abel starting in Chapter Three.

Charity: God, neighbours, false brothers

Anselm’s second claim concerns charity in relationships between God, neighbour and false brothers. Regarding false brothers, Anselm states:

“But let us bear [false brothers, i.e., false prophets and false apostles] in charity and prayerfully wait for them to lay aside their pretence and become true brothers.”
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520 *Anticimenon*, chapter 2, 50-51.
521 *Anticimenon*, chapter 3, 51.
522 *Anticimenon*, chapter 10, 74; Criste and Neel, *Anticimenon*, fn. 92, 74; cf. 1 Peter 2:1; 2 Peter 2:1.
This describes Anselm’s own contemporary historical age of false brothers where many profess the faith and lead a religious life. Anselm seems to consider mainly laymen who publicly profess Christ but deny it in their works: acting in a reverent manner while inwardly iniquitous and hypocritical.\textsuperscript{523}

This is related to multiformity in two ways: firstly, because Anselm describes the multiformity of religious practice (attending Mass, imposing fasts, et al.) and secular practices informed by religion (suitable comportment, building churches, et al.). Secondly, it describes diverse historical examples of leaders and institutions of religious life: Augustine, Norbert, Benedict, Citeaux, and even the Eastern church following the Rule of Basil the Great.\textsuperscript{524} Anselm evokes the ascending eagle referring to the rise of new religious life, ascending in contemplation.\textsuperscript{525}

The guidance of the Spirit distinguishes religious leaders, who create new models of life, from hypocrites:

“[The] Spirit sees that, when [faithful people cloyed by a long-familiar religious life] see others ascend to a higher form of religious life they are the more inspired by new models. Leaving behind that sluggishness and love of the world in which they are held back, they then quickly and fearlessly grasp perfection [.]”\textsuperscript{526}

\textsuperscript{523} \textit{Anticimenon}, chapter 10, 65-66; Criste and Neel, \textit{Anticimenon}, fn. 12, 49: Criste and Neel have translated “\textit{religio}” according to context, since “\textit{religio}” can refer to religious life according to a rule, general religious practice and holy faith.

\textsuperscript{524} \textit{Anticimenon}, chapter 10, 68-73.

\textsuperscript{525} \textit{Anticimenon}, chapter 10, 74; on Premonstratensian eagle imagery, see Carol Neel, “Philip of Harvengt and Anselm of Havelberg: Premonstratensian Vision of Time”, 488-90; 491-93.

\textsuperscript{526} \textit{Anticimenon}, chapter 10, 74.
In other words, false brothers may be led through charity and are potentially transformed into new brothers through the inspiration of new models of religious life: “For they mingle with us and we with them.”\textsuperscript{527} The invitation to bear false prophets and false apostles follows 1 Peter 2:1 and 2 Peter 2:1.\textsuperscript{528} Anselm justifies this exhortation by considering the outcome, indicating Rev. 14:4 and alluding to Matthew 13:30: although false brothers are among the true ones, ultimately they will not be counted among the saints, but found in hell.\textsuperscript{529} The invitation to pray suggests a responsibility or at least care for them, reflecting Anselm’s concern for all brethren, including false ones.\textsuperscript{530} Within broader context of the passage, Anselm points back to the historical example of the Gospels, where Christ claims to the apostles: “Have not I chosen you twelve; and one of you is a devil?”\textsuperscript{531} Anselm argues from this that the existence of false brethren should not be considered remarkable:

“If the devil was present in the company of the apostles, those few chosen by the Lord hiself, how could one think that in such a great crowd of just men there would not be false brethren, limbs of the devil?”\textsuperscript{532}

The section praying for charity of false brethren may give a clear indication of what to do; it is not clear that Anselm provides any other means for ascertaining which brethren are false. He addresses the counter-arguement from those who oppose the multiformity of religious life found within his own day, as well as the risk of confusing

\textsuperscript{527} Anticimenon, chapter 10, 75.
\textsuperscript{528} Criste and Neel, Anticimenon, fn. 92, 74.
\textsuperscript{529} Anticimenon, chapter 10, 74-5; Criste and Neel, Anticimenon, fn. 93, 75.
\textsuperscript{530} cf. Bynum, Docere, 195-6.
\textsuperscript{531} Anticimenon, chapter 10, 74; citing John 6:70.
\textsuperscript{532} Ibid.
activity of various religious practices with true faithfulness. Anselm seems to address monks, clerics and even the laity.

Charity: God, Church, enemies

Anselm also describes the charity within the relationship between God, the Church, and her enemies:

“Yet the church of the elect is one and subject to one God. She is one in the faith in which she steadfastly holds to those things we must believe about both past and future. She is one in the hope in which she patiently looks toward the things for which the faithful must hope. And she is one in charity in which she loves God and her neighbour in God, and whose embrace she extends even to her enemies for God’s sake.”

Anselm reinforces the notion that the Church is united in its relationship to God through faith, hope and charity. For His sake the Church extends charity even to her enemies. Anselm does not so much explain multiformity, but emphasises the Church’s uniformity in light of its multiformity. This claim is a justification of multiformity, an interpretation of 1 Corinthians 13:13. Anselm reveals an interpretation including all four senses of Scripture. As a passage about virtue, Anselm cannot but interpret it literally. Yet by personifying the Church he reveals an allegorical interpretation. Morally, Anselm uses the passage to suggest what the Church should do.

533 Anticimenon, chapter 13, 79.
534 Anticimenon, chapter 13, 78-79.
535 Criste and Neel, Anticimenon, fn. 101, 79.
Lastly, as an anagogical reading it speaks of both past and future, suggesting that the virtues (faith and hope) hold to what “we must believe about both past and future” and to what “[the Church] patiently looks toward the things for which the faithfully must hope”. Anselm has already hinted as to what that is previously in the analysis of the seven stages. Charity, it would seem, is ever-present throughout time. The Church is united in charity in loving God, neighbour and enemy: charity is a unifying force.\footnote{Anticimenon, chapter 13, 79.} He elaborates with further imagery:

“The glory of that daughter of the king, that is of the church, is therefore within, in the beauty of the faith and the testimony of a pure conscience, but she is clothed in golden threads, that is in the variety of forms of religious life and works. She is the chariot of God […] attended by ten thousands, thousands of them that rejoice (Ps. 67:18).”\footnote{Anticimenon, chapter 13, 79; see Psalm 44:14, Criste and Neel, Anticimenon, fn. fn 102, 79.}

This allegorical exegesis illustrates the inner faith of the church, and the outer manifestations of a multifmoriety of religious life and works: in other words, the Church is like the king’s daughter. She has the inner beauty of faith, and the outer beauty of being adorned by different forms of religious life and works.

In conclusion, Anselm’s reference to charity is significant in elaborating the relationship between God and the Church by signifying that the Church must not only hold to God and to each other in charity, but even extend it to its enemies.\footnote{On difference between charity and friendship, see Aelred, \textit{Spiritual Friendship}, trans. Lawrence C. Braceland (Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 2010), 2.18-19.} As the statement is at the end of the book it may be considered Anselm’s final word on charity within Book One.
Initially Anselm discussed charity to describe the relationship between Church and God, then to exhort the Church in dealing with its false brothers and finally, to describe and exhort the Church to have charity towards its enemies for God’s sake. His use of imagery signifying charity changes, but is mainly feminine, alluding to the Song, Psalm 44 and other texts. Although Anselm defends multiformity, charity seems to be the end towards which multiformity is directed.

*Action and contemplation: claims*

Anselm discusses various kinds of action, such as bad and mature actions. As discussed earlier, Anselm demonstrates religious men taking action to institute various forms of religious life, and their action is driven by charity. This section will now turn to the specific discussion of the stage of contemplation at the end of time, giving a sense of Anselm’s understanding of the ultimate relation between action and contemplation.

*Action and contemplation: the final stage*

Anselm asserts that in the seventh stage of history ultimate contemplation overwhelms the world. An infinite beatitude occurs on the so-called eighth day:

> “a solemn day ... even to the horn of the altar, that is, even to the highest summit of contemplation, *among the branches* (Ps 117:27) that is, among all the throngs […] But because this silence [that is to fall on the eighth day] is said to last half an hour, I think
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539 *Anticimenon*, chapter 10, 65-6; chapter 12, 76.
540 *Anticimenon*, chapter 13, 77.
this is really what is meant: that although all the elect will contemplate God in his glory, no creature may be understood to comprehend – to know as if actually seeing it – the fullness of the divine substance as it exists.  

To place this in context, this passage appears after Anselm’s description of the sixth stage of the Church characterised by the Antichrist, terror, persecution and iniquity. The passage therefore contrasts the oppressive sixth stage with the divine goodness of the seventh. In broader context of the entire work, it implies that Anselm’s contemporary and multifarious age is oriented towards an era of perfect goodness.

In order to understand the precise relation between action and contemplation within this passage, it is useful to consider it from historical and theological perspectives, both which are linked in Anselm’s exegesis. From the historical perspective, the seventh stage of contemplation stands outside the ordinary active course of history since it signals the beginning of an end: silence of divine contemplation falls abruptly after all has ended. The celebration of the infinite beatitude begins, the Holy of Holies is opened to the faithful, and singing commences. As the summit of contemplation, the mysteries are revealed. This all seems to happen within the period of silence, however. Anselm elaborates on this supposedly literal interpretation, transforming it into an allegorical one: the half-hour of silence signifies

541 Ibid.; Criste and Neel, Anticimenon, fn. 96, 77: Anselm’s use of puto, “I think” stresses that it is his understanding that allegorical figures will be explained at the end time. On revelation and doctrine, see John J. Heneghan, The Progress of Dogma according to Anselm of Havelberg (New York: Paulist Press, 1943).
542 Anticimenon, chapter 13, 78.
that the elect will contemplate God’s glory, but no one will understand the fullness of the divine substance. Hence the half-hour signifies a beatitude rather than full knowledge of God.\textsuperscript{544} The interpretation seems consistent within itself theologically, even if the allegorical interpretation seems unconvincing. However, to return to the historical aspect, although Anselm offers a certain chronology in terms of the end time and events within it, it is not clearly expressed, suggesting Anselm perceives these as mysteries which cannot be known perfectly or expressed plainly.

That the literal or historical interpretation of Scripture concerning the end time is not particularly fruitful points to the usefulness of allegory for theological expression. Theologically, the passage above relates to an understanding of God’s relationship to man in terms of contemplation and revelation about God. Anselm specifies that this will happen when “all has come to an end” and “after many trials,”\textsuperscript{545} giving divine revelation its eschatological perspective. Multiformity within the Church seems at this point to have ended, since time as understood by mankind has come to an end. Multiformity is therefore instrumental for the elect in contemplating God at the end of time. Contemplation becomes the end towards which multiformity and action is directed.

There are two sets of claims regarding contemplation: firstly, a general silence falls during which the elect contemplate God; secondly, contemplation is distinguished from complete knowledge of God. Regarding the former, Anselm understands contemplation to fall according to his interpretation of Rev. 8:1 (“And when he had opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven, for about half an hour”). This

\textsuperscript{544} Anticimenon, chapter 13, 77-78.
\textsuperscript{545} Anticimenon, chapter 13, 77.
seems to be a literal interpretation since it follows a sequence of events: after the Church’s trial in giving birth to God’s sons, a silence of divine contemplation falls in an instant (citing 1 Cor. 15:52). Within this seemingly atemporal end-time, however, Anselm distinguishes a further sequence of events although their precise arrangement is not easily discerned – silence, celebrations and singing are all predicted. Contemplation simultaneously reaches a high summit (citing Ps. 11:27: “among the branches”). Anselm seems to waver between literal, allegorical and anagogical interpretations of Scripture.

Anselm relates his specific understanding of contemplation to revelation, but stresses there is no complete knowledge of the divine substance. Transitioning into more technical and theological language (“divine substance”, “full knowledge” etc.) rather than Scriptural citation, Anselm seems to qualify his previous statements which suggested complete revelation (“the Holy of Holies will be opened to the faithful”) in order to claim the incomprehensibility of God, including for the elect.

In conclusion, final contemplation falls after the historical ages of multiformity, illustrating Anselm’s eschatological outlook. This specific contemplation seems to be placed in time after the end of the world; generally, contemplation is seen as the ultimate activity of the elect. Anselm does not discuss its resemblance to contemplation within the religious life, although it is associated with silence. Judging by this passage alone, Anselm seems to understand action as a part of history and religious practice (not specifying evangelism or any concrete actions of the regular canons). As Morrison suggests, Anselm understands action and contemplation as complementary for the
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548 Anticimenon, chapter 13, 78.
embodied.\textsuperscript{549} However, for the elect contemplation is the ultimate state where action is not combined with contemplation. Although the precise features of that ultimate contemplation remain unknown it does not necessarily include a complete understanding of God.

\textbf{Analysis: Knowledge of Clerics by Philip of Harvengt}

\textbf{Content: the argument}

In the treatise \textit{On the Knowledge of Clerics} Philip argues that clerics should be learned in Scripture to fulfill their role as priests perfectly. Manual labour and acts of care in aid of the Church should be of secondary importance, although potentially called for by necessity or charity.\textsuperscript{550} Learnedness in Scripture – comprising reading and mediation – is equivalent to knowing divine law, enabling clerics to be better teachers, living well, and being guarded from the dangers of ignorance.\textsuperscript{551} Philip’s arguments are mainly justified by Old and New Testament quotations.\textsuperscript{552} He also suggests study methods in order to fulfill his stated goals.\textsuperscript{553} Furthermore, Philip compares monastic and canonical life, criticizing the cloistered life in particular.\textsuperscript{554}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{549} Morrison, “Anselm of Havelberg,” 233.
\item \textsuperscript{550} Philip of Harvengt, \textit{Knowledge of Clerics} (hereafter “Knowledge”), trans. Carol Neel, \textit{Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality} (New York: Paulist Press, 2007), 195 (citing page numbers).
\item \textsuperscript{551} Knowledge, 201-215.
\item \textsuperscript{552} Knowledge, 197-8.
\item \textsuperscript{553} Knowledge, 214-216.
\item \textsuperscript{554} Knowledge, 194-5; 212-13.
\end{itemize}
Structure

Philip’s main argument appears near the beginning: clerics should have knowledge of the Holy Scriptures because they are meant to be teachers, to be “filled with the spirit of wisdom, understanding, and knowledge – with all learning.” The rest of his text supports that statement, and could be said to be divided into seven sections.

In the first section, Philip examines the office of clerics as such, inspired by the Old Testament and relying on its authority. He interprets the tabernacle and various figures from the Old Testament’s tabernacle as symbolizing the church and clerics respectively. Moses himself claimed that the clerical office provides judgement. Philip indicates that Old Testament figures were learned themselves. This brings him to the point that the clerical office offers help, as humans are liable to uncertainty and potential danger regarding sin: one’s mind may change about it, or the senses offer entry into the soul for death as well as life. Therefore the function of the clerical office is to offer clear guidance so that people may “not struggle in doubt any longer.” In order to end misperception, the Lord has chosen the Church as the place for ending the struggle against doubt: “I have chosen, and have sanctified this

556 Id. Clerical office: history, function and significance. II. Knowing divine law through reading. III. Prooftexts and interpretation on learning and teaching. IV. Learning Scripture in view of human nature. V. Criticism of monks and unlearned clerics. VI. Nature and study of Scripture. VII. Work in clerical office
557 *Knowledge*, 201-3.
558 *Knowledge*, 201-2.
559 *Knowledge*, 201
560 Interpreting Deut. 17:8, Philip writes: “Here I believe that the gates signify our five senses, through which either life or death may enter our soul.” *Knowledge*, 202.
561 Ibid.
place [...]. The place is called “the congregation of holy clerics, the convent of religious life to which Moses, that is, divine law, warned those whom he saw dying of the disease of ignorance to enter in humility.”

The second section begins by arguing that the cleric may know the law through divine reading. This fulfills God’s command and is pleasing to Him. Philip confirms the purpose of learnedness is to teach, “to educate others to fulfill those commandments as much by word as by example.” Philip cites a pagan poet unidentified by the translator: “No one can say what he does not know.”

A lengthy digression of prooftexts appears as the third section in order to prove the value of Scripture itself. Within this digression, Philip cites Old Testament prophets. New Testament prooftexts are meant to demonstrate the value of knowledge arising from Scripture, such as recognizing Christ, gaining everlasting life, with Jesus commending scribes and study. Philip considers Christ’s own methods of teaching the apostles. He also reflects on how Scripture contains all that is to be fulfilled. Bringing the digression to a close, Philip argues that not just apostles, but that clerics in particular should be knowledgeable in order to obtain salvation for themselves and others, indicating and citing Paul who educated his disciples.

562 2 Chr. 7:16, Knowledge, 202-3.
563 Knowledge, 202.
564 See Deut. 17:18-19; Jer. 3:15. Knowledge, 203.
565 Knowledge, 203; fn. 2, 275: For Philip’s understanding of mission, see Bynym, Docere, 50-55.
567 Ezekiel 2:9-3:2 suggests how the study of books enriches one in order to teach. Ezekiel’s vision of eating a book in Philip’s interpretation signifies: “Because the office of the cleric is to enrich with the page of knowledge, he should himself not suffer hunger.” Jeremiah 1:6-7 is cited to show the end of knowledge is teaching. Knowledge, 204.
568 Knowledge, 205-8.
569 1 Tim. 4:13 et al. Further prooftexts from Pauline literature emphasise doctrine (“the mother of virtues”), since “a cleric is only a false example of good works if he is unwilling to embrace doctrine.” (see Tit. 2:7) Knowledge, 208-9.
The fourth section reverts to the previous topic of study, and Philip proceeds to describe how to learn. However, this in large part concerns his observations of human nature and vices – for clerics there is no excuse for neglecting to study, not even a lack of means. Laziness, neglect and impatience do not necessarily stop some from rising in office, a situation which Philip condemns:

“They think it enough simply to be able to read, if they see themselves raised high by riches and honours […] So we see many who are heaped with riches and profits, decked with ecclesiastical offices, but who nevertheless are simple, idiots and illiterate, so that when they come among clerics gathered for one reason and another, they scarcely dare to speak Latin among them. And if by chance they presume to do so, their speech does not reflect scholarly training.”

The fifth section criticizes unlearned clerics and monks in order to indicate what the cloistered cleric should avoid. Unlearned clerics who teach are called presumptuous. Philip finds the cloistered generally “sluggish about diligent reading.” The cloistered cleric, however, should “entirely […] be involved in [divine law, i.e., sacred Scripture], if he is to oppose the secular world the more perfectly.” The purpose is reiterated: to “make his conversation in heaven” (Phil. 3:20) and “to glory in the beatitude of the perfect” so that “[when] he has learned the law by reading and meditating, he ought to pour it forth to those who seek it in preaching.”

570 *Knowledge*, 210.
572 *Knowledge*, 212.
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574 *Knowledge*, 213.
The sixth section explains the nature of Scripture and offers guidance on studying. Scripture is mostly obscure and contains hidden meaning. This invites man to investigate it more closely in order to recognize Christ, which is done by pushing “aside all the tumult of the world from our hearts so that nothing inappropriate stands in the way of our reading or blocks our meditation[.]” Once found, Christ provides spiritual understanding (cf. Matt. 13:11-12). Philip summarizes: “[He] who has diligence will receive understanding.” Prayers and tears should help obtain understanding as well, clearing the interior eye and transforming the sense spiritually so that Scripture is perceived more clearly.

In the final section, Philip discusses the secondary place of manual labour in relation to study. Clerical involvement in manual labour should not to be criticized, since it may be forced by charity or necessity, as indicated by the example of Paul. However, study is primary so that a cleric may know, love and worship God better. He becomes a temple of God in the spiritual sense, “as he provides a holy example to those in his knowledge.” Temple imagery loosely links the end of the work with the beginning where Philip described the tabernacle. That manual labour is useful, but not essential in terms of attaining godliness is shown through interpretation of Pauline literature. Philip ends with the sentence:
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“Therefore the cleric ought to keep this resolve first and foremost, that he open himself to the desire for inquiry and knowledge of truth, and that he not engage in manual labour or the care of churches because of curious levity but in obedience to pure and sincere charity.”

Themes: charity, action and contemplation

Philip’s main topic – the office of clerics – branches into subordinate themes: the role of priests, their education and the place of work and reading. Philip discusses charity in connection with manual labour, as well as reading and methods of reading Scripture. Action and contemplation are mainly discussed with regard to physical labour. Philip only indirectly refers to contemplation by discussing meditative reading.

Charity: claims and justification

This section will first view how charity relates to active ecclesistical roles as well as physical labour, and secondly, even though Philip omits any mention of charity, the relation between love and reading.
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Charity and work

Philip considers work to be a useful interlude from reading, but only if done by necessity or through charity.590

“Clerics can rightly obtain ecclesiastical roles and from time to time indulge in manual labour, if charity or necessity has forced them to do so, but not because levity has lured them to it.”591

Philip re-emphasises the cleric’s primary quest for truth:

“[He] ought to keep this resolve first and foremost, that he open himself to the desire for inquiry and knowledge of truth, and that he not engage in manual labour or the care of churches because of curious levity but in obedience to pure and sincere charity.”592

Philip justifies this with St Paul’s example, who “bore great concern for churches because charity constrained him, and he labored with his hands when necessity pressed.”593 Hence charity and action have a strong connection within clerical duties. Action itself may comprise an ecclesiastical role or physical work: both are possible within the clerical life, as the apostolic example of St Paul reveals. Charity and necessity are both valid reasons for taking action, but truth comes before all else.

590 Ibid.
591 Knowledge, 216; “Possunt enim et curas ecclesiasticas licenter obtinere, et labori manuum aloquoties indulgere; si tamen ad haec eos non vitium levitatis illexerit, sed vel charitas vel necessitas quasi violenter impulerit.” PL 203, col.706 A.
592 Knowledge, 217; “Debet ergo clericus hoc primum et praeципium habere propositum voluntatis, ut vacar appetat inquirendae et scientiae studio veritatis: labori autem manuum, vel curis ecclesiasticis non serviat curiosae impulsu levitatis, sed purae et sincere obedientia charitatis.” PL 203, col 708 A.
593 Knowledge, 216; “Apostolis quippe et sollicitudinem gerebat Ecclesiarum, quia eum charitas perurgenbat, et laborabat manibus quando necessitas incumberat.” PL 203, col. 706 B.
**Love and reading**

While “caritas” is not mentioned regarding familiarity with Scripture, affective language is still present. For instance, Philip argues that in order to love God better, priests must know Scripture.\(^{594}\) Similarly, the attitude towards and characteristics of reading Scripture – persistence, transformation, etc. – are meant for the purpose of loving God better.\(^{595}\) Philip also describes the personal encounter with Christ through Scripture in an affective manner: “For those who wish to find Christ alone must knock, demanding his answer devoutly, for he rejoices to open up the riddles of scripture to those who ask.”\(^{596}\) There is a similarity with the *Song* in terms of finding, knocking, answering and rejoicing.\(^{597}\) Clearing the heart to make place for reading will allow one to recognize Christ and love him: “Then [when we have laid aside blocks from our hearts] we can focus our understanding on the sacred page in order to recognize Christ the more fully in the benefit of reading and love him whom we know, cling to him whom we love.”\(^{598}\)

Here Philip uses “*diligamus*” and “*dilectum*”, and establishes a cyclical connection between reading, meditation and the love of Christ. Christ may be found in reading Scripture; in turn, Christ may unlock its spiritual meaning. A personal
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\(^{594}\) “*Pietatem appellat attentum studium in Scripturis, per quod, juvante gratia, debet clericus et amplius Deum cognoscere, et cognitum tenerius diligere […]*” PL 203, col 706 C.  
\(^{595}\) Knowledge, 214-7.  
\(^{596}\) Knowledge, 214; “*Est etiam idem Christus devota interrogatione pulsandus, qui aenigmata Scripturum gaudet interrogantibus aperire, si tamen interrogantes singularem eum potuerint invenire.*” PL 203, col. 704 B.  
\(^{597}\) See Sg. 3:1-5; 6:1; 8:13.  
\(^{598}\) Knowledge, 214; “*Quaero, quaeso vos, fratres mei, Christum invenimus singularem, nisi quando de cordibus nostris omnem repellimus tumultum saecularem, ut nihil indecens nostrae obstrepat lectioni, nihil obsistat meditationi; sed eo intuitu sacros paginis insistamus, ut beneficio lectionis Christum amplius cognoscamus, cognitum dilgamus, dilectum teneamus?*” PL 203, col. 794C.
connection with Christ is established in this search for deeper understanding of Scripture, which in turn leads to Christ again.

To summarize, the term “charity” appears in discussion when a cleric is acting for someone else. Care of the Church and manual labour appear together throughout Philip’s argument. Work for the Church is not discussed in detail, but possibly meant as any ecclesiastical work ordered by a superior, hence the necessity and mention of obedience. Philip does not specify for what purpose manual labour may be employed – possibly implying work for one’s sustenance, or the Church by St Paul’s example. In contrast, terms deriving from “diligo” or “dilectum” are used in discussions about understanding Scripture and finding Christ, deepening one’s relationship with him as one deepens in understanding of Scripture. Thus Philip uses more intimate language with respect to Christ than one’s fellow people and the Church. Philip possibly believes that charity is meant to be extended to everyone, and that a special relationship is reserved for Christ alone. Philip nowhere speaks of Christ as “friend” but rather in language reminiscent of the Song.

**Action and contemplation: attack on cloistered; reading as meditation; teaching**

Action has already been discussed to some extent above within a clerical capacity: clerics are to do manual labour or fulfill an ecclesiastical role if necessity or charity demands it. This section will not repeat that discussion, but will attempt to infer Philip’s views on action and contemplation, since Philip does not discuss these
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separately as such, nor in relation to each other. This section will suggest, firstly, Philip’s views on action and contemplation in their relation to one another. Secondly, it will consider contemplation in relation to Scripture reading. Thirdly, it will view his ideas on teaching within the framework of action and contemplation.

Action and contemplation: critique of cloistered

This section will attempt to illuminate Philip’s notions of action and contemplation by examining his attack on the cloistered, as he clearly considers their practices to be mistaken.\(^{601}\) His critique is reminiscent of Anselm’s criticism in *Epistola*; however, Philip does not generalize as Anselm does.\(^{602}\) Furthermore, unlike Anselm, Philip criticizes clerics in high ecclesiastical office who are “simple, […] and illiterate,” unable to speak Latin, or if they do, devoid of scholarly instruction.\(^{603}\) By criticizing those who have, in a sense, a similar vocation to his own he avoids bias against monks, creating a more persuasive argument. To return to the critique of the cloistered, it is not clear, however, whether “cloistered” does in fact signify “monk”. He does not mention the word “monk,” always signifying them as “cloistered” or “cloistered cleric.”\(^{604}\) This might reveal perceptions about Premonstratensians as cloistered clerics rather than monks. In either case, Philip contrasts two vocations without specifying them. If he intended to criticize all cloistered people – cloistered clerics (which would include Premonstratensians) as well as cloistered monks – then his attack is against the attitudes that a cloistered life encourages or upholds.

\(^{601}\) *Knowledge*, 212-4.

\(^{602}\) Cf. Ep., 59-60.

\(^{603}\) *Knowledge*, 210.

\(^{604}\) *Knowledge*, 212.
Philip criticizes the cloistered for their weakened interest in Scripture and, paradoxically, distractions within their cloistered life. Their initial zeal grows slack, and they become “reprehensibly sluggish about diligent reading.” They become “bored by meditating on divine law [i.e., sacred Scripture] with appropriate assiduity.” Instead, a cloistered cleric, “ought to be entirely involved in it, if he is concerned to oppose the secular world the more perfectly, according to what he has vowed […]” Furthermore, Philip claims that the cloistered criticize those who attend to reading, “thinking that anyone engaged in transient business is lazy or idle.” They themselves wish to be occupied with irrelevant matters, and complain when nothing is assigned to them. In other words, they would rather be busy with anything but reading. Finding reading difficult, they neglect it altogether, or if they have no permission to occupy themselves with temporary matters, “they still think about them.” Philip’s main point is that all those cloistered should read carefully, steadily, diligently and with understanding.

This digression perhaps reveals an assumption that the balance of action and contemplation is difficult to achieve. That the cloistered ought to be engaged in divine reading is clear. However, the purpose of reading for cloistered clerics is to “oppose the secular world.” Reading, associated with meditation and therefore contemplation, is meant to strengthen the cloistered cleric towards a “conversation in heaven” – Scripture “purifies its readers from earthly feeling”.
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cloistered cleric, he is meant to oppose it, seeing that temporal attractions are misleading.\textsuperscript{612} As viewed earlier, a cleric may, in Philip’s view, be forced to work within office or even do manual labour – thus perhaps in some level be engaged with the outer world – of necessity. Therefore, theoretically, action in the outer world should be done carefully, so as not to disrupt contemplative reading.

Without stating it explicitly, Philip manages to maintain the position that an active and contemplative life is possible, but that its balance is more difficult than may be previously imagined. For the cloistered barred from temporary business, temptation enters the mind as they grow distracted in their thoughts and unwilling to commit to \textit{lectio divina}.\textsuperscript{613} For those who may be forced to do ecclesiastical work or manual labour, the challenge lies in controlling the level of work, so that desire for reading is not overcome by levity: “It is useful when a cleric controls the work so that it not exceed its bounds, so that desire for reading not yield to levity.”\textsuperscript{614}

Hence the balance of work and reading, of action and contemplation remains a challenge for all those in the religious life, cloistered or otherwise. Philip suggests that reading remains a primary goal so that knowledge can be manifested afterwards in works: “Because they did not seek first to obtain knowledge, they cannot afterward show its works.”\textsuperscript{615} Hence the connection between reading, meditation (possibly contemplation) and action. Philip values reading highly, which would involve some form of contemplation, although this is not specified. It is to this aspect that the next section turns.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[612] Ibid.
\item[613] Knowledge, 213.
\item[614] Knowledge, 217.
\item[615] Knowledge, 211.
\end{footnotes}
Meditation and reading

Throughout the text, Philip associates reading with meditation. This connection will be examined to understand what significance he places on contemplation, if any. That clerics ought to study is clear from Paul: “Meditate upon these things, be wholly in these things, that thy profiting may be manifest to all.”

Similarly: “[We find Christ alone] when […] nothing inappropriate stands in the way of our reading or blocks our meditation [.]” Reading ought to be diligent, as he suggests in the sixth section on the nature of Scripture and study. Philip’s own guidance only indirectly refers to meditation, and as will be seen, offers an alternative guide to the standard *lectio divina* framework of reading, meditation, prayer and contemplation. That is, he creates a compressed version, using the same concepts. His guidelines for *lectio divina* are characterised by an attitude of asking and receiving from Christ, rather than a series of steps.

As Philip has been emphasising, reading ought to be done assiduously. Meditation is discussed in little depth, perhaps implying the traditional technique of meditation which includes memorizing Scripture. Philip suggests focusing on any “hidden meaning”, which ultimately is associated with prayer. One must ask for Christ’s answer by loving him. Those who find him will be given to understand the spiritual meaning of Scripture. Philip concludes:
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“We must therefore pray to Christ when he is alone that he lift the veil of obscurity over the letter of the law and the cloud of blindness over our heart, because the book that has brought letters to our knowledge does not delight as long as it is sealed with seals we cannot break.”621

Philip here assumes a two-fold sense of Scripture, of letter and spirit. A certain unification with Christ is completed by the revelation of its spiritual meaning, and delight in knowledge. Philip further suggests that if prayer does not assist then tears are an effective means for clearing and transforming the interior sense, freeing the meaning of Scripture of its obscurity.622 Philip’s variation on the traditional pattern of reading Scripture describes an attitude towards Scripture that is bound up with one’s relationship with Christ. The ultimate result remains similar to monastic lectio divina – a certain unitive delight with and about Christ – but the purpose of the reading itself is to fulfill duties of clerical office, including teaching.

Teaching: connections with action and contemplation

Teaching, broadly associated with word, example and preaching specifically, relies on action and contemplation. Teaching is the cleric’s purpose in his divinely instituted ecclesiastical office, and at stake is the life and death of the soul. A cleric’s attitude is oriented towards the other: “Indeed, those judges show the truth to those who ask, for devoting themselves to scriptural study and holding mentally to its commandments, they try diligently to fulfill what they learn – to educate others to fulfill

621 Knowledge, 215.
622 Knowledge, 216.
those commandments as much by word as by example.”623 He adds – when “[the cleric] has learned the law by reading and meditating, he ought to pour it forth to those who seek it in preaching.”624 In this manner, reading has become a tool for teaching, and a basic requirement for the clerical role.

Within these passages, teaching may be associated with education by word, example and preaching. As Philip has stressed, a balance between action and contemplation is difficult to achieve for those doing any kind of work besides reading, which should be intensely meditative and prayerful. In order to preserve this balance, manual work may temporarily allow time away from reading; however, attentive reading should be constant, since a cleric may educate merely by his example rather than preaching. Theoretically, teaching is the solution to balancing action and contemplation in the religious life, as it combines preparatory meditative reading with subsequent action by example, word or preaching.

Summary

There is a strong connection between all three terms within Philip’s thought regarding clerical duties, especially teaching. Teaching requires reading with love, understanding gained about and from Christ, and action by word, example or preaching. “Word” is not clearly specified as either written or spoken, but probably implies the preaching of the Word. Christ is therefore present, as it were, within reading, meditation, revealing, understanding, teaching. Charity concerns the cleric’s action for

---

someone else, either work in the Church or manual labour. These examples of action appear in tandem throughout Philip’s argument, but are not specified. In either instance, charity or necessity are valid reasons for taking action.

Analysis: *De conversatione virorum religiosorum qui in claustro commorantur* by Adam Scot

Content

*De conversatione virorum religiosorum qui in claustro commorantur* compares different roles in the religious life. Adam interprets Luke’s account of Mary, Martha and Lazarus, declaring Mary superior to the others. He interprets Mary’s actions towards Christ as metaphors for the monastic life (resting, learning, recognizing and loving), urging believers to imitate Mary’s love for Christ.

Structure

Adam starts by describing the soul’s approach to Christ, and Christ’s taking the soul to himself. Using bridal imagery and citations from Pauline letters, Adam confirms that the purpose of the soul holding to God is to “be one in spirit with him[.]” Essentially, the text describes the goal of the monastic life as expressed in the Rule of St Augustine. Adam intends to examine how the soul is modelled on Mary


626 Sermon XII: §1 (hereafter citing paragraph numbers in Yocum’s translation).
of Bethany, who perceives only God, and in her love Christ is superior to Martha and Lazarus. 627 Within this interpretation, Martha and Lazarus symbolise officials and novices respectively. 628 In §§4-8 Adam turns to Mary’s actions of sitting, listening, as well as touching and anointing Jesus, interpreted as resting, learning, recognition and love. 629 Adam digresses, introducing the image of the tree which elaborates his interpretation of Mary. 630

The second main part of Adam’s sermon (§§9-12) describes the danger of leaving the enclosure without valid reason which results in losing inner quiet. He urges sustaining this inner quiet by shunning exterior concerns and watching the heart vigilantly. 631 In the third section ( §§14-19) Adam interprets Mary’s anointing in order to show her as an example for the cloistered. Practices of inner quiet – divine reading and meditation – are associated with her. 632 Anointing Jesus signifies knowing him through devotion and love, rather than merely faith and reason. 633 Citing the Song and referring to bridal imagery, Adam specifies how to love Christ perfectly. 634 Adam concludes by encouraging individual reflection on what it means to be in relation to Christ as Mary was. 635

This structure demonstrates emphasis on the relationship between the individual soul and God. Adam highlights the love between the soul and Christ by using bridal imagery both at the beginning and end of the text. Given this work’s context, Adam’s teachings may be understood to be directed to those specifically leading the religious

627 Sermon XII: §§1-3.
628 Sermon XII: §3.
629 See Sermon XII: §7.
630 Sermon XII: §8.
633 Sermon XII: §16.
634 Sermon XII: §§17-18.
635 Sermon XII: §19.
life in enclosure, rather than the religious life generally or laypeople, although the teachings about divine reading, meditation and love of Christ may be useful for anyone.

Themes

This sermon invites consideration of Mary of Bethany as a model of the enclosed religious life which is characterised by contemplation, although contemplation itself is not discussed. One theme is practice within the enclosed religious life (divine reading, meditation, devotion) illustrated through interpretations of Mary sitting, listening and anointing. A second theme is the soul’s relation to Jesus within the enclosed religious life. This is also illustrated by exegesis of Mary, as well as bridal imagery. Both of these themes are related because practices within the enclosure are meant to aid the soul in growing closer to Christ. Furthermore, these themes interlock at the end of the text: at the beginning Adam considers the soul drawing closer to Christ; in the middle – religious practice; at the end, the soul’s relation to Christ in light of religious practice and the exegesis concerning Mary, particularly anointing.636

Within this scheme, Adam does not contrast action and contemplation as a pair. Firstly, “contemplation” is not mentioned – Adam discusses reading and meditation instead, terms closely associated with contemplation. Secondly, action is not discussed in detail either. He warns against going out of the monastery without good reason. Activity in the sense of “evangelisation”, preaching, or physical work is not discussed.

However, Adam demonstrates an awareness of the contrast between contemplative practices and the active life when discussing Mary, Martha and Lazarus.

---

636 Sermon XII: §§ 18-19.
However, all three figures are associated with roles within the religious house (the “household of obedience”) rather than ranks within the Church. Mary “reminds us of the singular privilege of those who live in enclosure.” Martha is in essence a servant within the enclosure:

“Martha reminds us of obedientaries, who are accustomed to be called officials, having been appointed to various offices because, like them, she is drawn and compelled to this service by paternal commission, rather than by her own enthusiasm. The faithful in the household of obedience are assigned in the same way to serve the various needs and concerns of the brothers and sisters.”

Lastly, Lazarus “reminds us of the novices whose spirits are raised from the dead, who are now in the same household of obedience that we have called Bethany, having been admitted to dine with the Lord.” Of all three he writes: “Martha reminds us of ministering and Lazarus of reclining at the table, but Mary reminds us of anointing.” Adam does not set out to contrast action with contemplation in detail.

The term “charity” is found only once in the text, when citing Sg. 4:9 (“Vulnerata caritate ego sum.”) Adam prefers to use words derived from “amo”, “diligo” and “dilecto” throughout the text; Yocum translates all of these as “love”. Further consideration of this will be viewed in the discussion on charity. The sermon is written for Adam’s own brethren – whom he addresses as as “carissimi” and

---

637 *Sermon XII*: §3, 295.
638 Ibid.
639 Ibid.
640 *Sermon XII*: §4.
“dilectissimi” — and is intended for their benefit and delight: “Understand, brothers, that such a soul is modeled on Mary’s. Today’s sermon will consider her for your pleasure.”

**Charity and love: claims and justification**

As mentioned earlier, charity is cited only once: “I am wounded by love.” This citation is used to describe the one who loves Christ steadfastly and who will delight in him; in turn, this love is precious to Christ. Otherwise, Adam prefers to use affective words derived from “amo”, “diligo” and “dilectio” throughout the sermon. This reveals a significant difference from Cistercian authors of the same period. The following section turns to Adam’s discussion of charity and other concepts associated with affective spirituality. These notions concern the soul’s relation to Christ through desire, emotion, faith and reason.

**Charity and affective terms: suffering, desire and emotion**

Adam’s citation “Vulnerata caritate ego sum” does not seem to derive from Jerome’s Vulgate, which reads “vulnerasti cor meum soror mea sponsa vulnerasti cor meum […]”. Adam’s citation of Sg. 4:9 is used to suggest that charity has wounded the bride; the bride on the other hand desires a vision granted by the bridegroom. The

---

642 Petit, *Ad viros*, §1; §3, 222-223.
643 *Sermon XII*: §1.
644 “caritate”; Sg. 4:9: *Sermon XII*: §18.
645 *Sermon XII*: §18.
bride prays that the saints may help her, who tell her “that nothing is hidden to the one who has this sort of love and who says with great desire, I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem, if you may find my beloved tell him this: ‘I am faint with love.’ (Sg. 5:8)” While the bride has been wounded by “caritas”, “affectum” signifies her own love, and “amore” – her languishing in love. This produces a rich affective tone. Adam adds further shades of steadfast and jealous love. However, charity clearly refers to the soul’s reception of Christ (rather than relationships with others) and to the perfection of that relationship.

Love: faith, reason, and works

Adam is clear that loving Christ perfects knowledge and belief in him. Ointment and anointing are images used for signifying reason, faith and love. The scent of the ointment signifies both faith and reason:

“What is the light of reason in us, what is the certainty of faith? Is it not certain sweet-smelling fragrance? As we said above, we may be able to detect an object when it is not present.”

Similarly, “by the scent of searching reason, we seek what is absent […] until we can embrace what is present, comprehending by faith.” The tone shifts with the

647 “Nihil est occultum quaelm erga ipsum habet affectum et cum magno desiderio dicit: Adjuro vos, filiae Jerusalem, ut si inveneritis dilectum meum nunitis et quia amore langueo.” Petit, Ad viros, §18, 232.

648 Sermon XII: §§17-18; Sg. 4:9.

649 Sermon XII: §16.
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citation of Rom. 1:21 (on knowing God but not honouring Him) and Lamentations 1:7 (people experiencing their downfall by not sitting, listening, discerning, understanding and preparing for the end). Adam has already evoked regal connotations through anointing imagery, but the mention of honour brings Christ’s majesty to the forefront. Love, significantly, is not merely the desire to find Christ, or to know and believe in him, but also to honour him fully. Adam associates this honour with love and works:

“[Since they who do not love] have no works, faith is dead, and reason likewise has been blinded because virtue was not embraced. They touched him and did not anoint him, because they recognized him and did not love him.”

Adam suggests that Christ is pleased by the “sweetness of true love” which “consists in the full consideration of his benefits.” To encourage honouring Christ, Adam invites consideration of all benefits throughout time:

“Therefore, you must keep the benefits of [past, present and future] in mind as much as you can, considering the times past and providing for the present, just as if you could anoint him with the ointment in the alabaster jar.”

Hence faith and reason are pleasant and even necessary, but without love there is no perfection of the personal relationship with Christ. The initial wound of charity can be considered Christ’s touching the inner being or soul so that it receives him passively,

__________
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followed by spiritual activity – a rational search, faithful comprehension and love replete with honour.

**Action and contemplation: claims and justification**

Although Adam does not discuss action and contemplation explicitly, this section refers to his interpretation of Martha as a figure representing action, before discussing meditation and reading as indirect references to contemplation.

*Action: Martha’s ministering*

The closest discussion of action occurs when Adam discusses Martha ministering to other brothers and sisters. However, Adam does not discuss action in the sense of evangelisation or manual labour, or even teaching by priests. Martha’s role is subordinated to Mary’s, albeit with some qualification: Martha’s role is that of obedientiary. She is “great and eminent, and to be called to minister to [Christ] is to command, to serve him is to rule, and to be called into active service for him is to govern.”

The same level of dignity is allocated to Lazarus, or the novices, who have come to dine with the Lord, that is, entered the household of obedience to sense his sweetness, to become part of his family and “members of the household of God.”

Martha’s role partly includes serving Christ, but not him exclusively. Part of active service implies a relation of superiority to others. However, the essential aspect

---

655 *Sermon XII*: §2.
656 *Sermon XII*: §3; see Eph. 2:19.
of Martha is her ministering generally, hence ministering to others. Mary, on the other hand, is only involved in standing in direct relationship with Christ through love and contemplation. Adam does not criticize Martha, but he describes Mary in more depth and praises her highly.

A factor for considering why Martha is placed in a relatively lower status is the perceived danger outside the cloister. Those ruling the cloister would be presumably in more contact with the outside world. The inside of the cloister is associated with Mary and blessedness, whereas the outside – with disinheritance:

“Conversimini igitur in interioribus vestris qui Mariae figuram tenetis, de qua scriptum habetis quia Maria domi sedebat. Manete domi et cum Jacob, si ad paternam desideratis pertingere benedictionem. Foras Esau moratur et exhaedetur, intus vero Jacob benedicitur.”

Adam’s judgement about the active role comes through the consideration that contemplation places one in a close relationship with Christ, while action is necessary for the functioning of the cloister to create the necessary conditions for exterior and interior stillness.

---
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659 Petit, Ad viros, §10, 226; not translated by Yocum.
Adam makes no reference to contemplation directly, but indirectly by referring to meditation and lectio divina. Prior to this, quiet and stillness must be attained—Adam indicates that secular business can be responsible for loss of interior quiet, as much as engaging in gossip. Having cleared away distractions protecting inner stillness, “pure meditation” and reading Scripture are two ways of hearing Christ in imitation of Mary. Adam previously mentioned Mary’s sitting, hearing, touching and anointing as signifying resting, learning the commandments, comprehending with insight, and loving Christ. These are all recommended for the enclosed life, and Adam interprets them as signifying the acquiring of tranquility, experience and enlightenment as well as becoming enkindled.

Meditation is closely associated with lectio divina. These are only two spiritual exercises among others, Adam adds, that are successful and necessary. For Adam, reading pertains to possessing knowledge and simply knowing, whereas meditation signifies to retaining knowledge and recalling it. Jesus is involved with both practices:

“in both cases indeed Jesus speaks; one word of his is expressed for us, the other truly in us – one you are taught through reading the Scriptures, the other through the Holy Spirit, whose anointing teaches not only some things, but everything (1 Jn. 2:20, 27).”

---
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In other words, reading Scripture means reading the words, while the spirit or meaning is unveiled by the outpouring of the anointing Spirit, who provides understanding. Adam reaffirms the inseparability of the letter and spirit of Scripture, hence the inseparability of reading and meditation. Furthermore, Mary is someone with whom to hear Christ: “So you, who are called to Mary’s role, sit at the feet of Jesus; in this way, with her, you will hear his words.” Reading and meditation are means for gaining knowledge and love of Christ. It is significant to realize that knowledge of Christ following reading and meditation is still the result of being taught (“once you are still, and are taught, you will rise in knowledge of him”), rather than growing more knowledgeable merely by one’s own powers. Adam assumes that knowledge of Christ is received by grace, although through the aid of faith and reason: “in […] present life we have that knowledge of him that is made up of faith and reason.”

The Gospel demonstrates that “knowledge through faith pertains to touch” – this association between knowledge and touch is found in several Gospel passages. This knowledge is called a “double touch” (through faith and reason); furthermore, it is a mystical and hidden way to Christ. To summarize, reading and meditation bring a means of contact with Christ through the Holy Spirit, and these spiritual exercises lead to knowledge of Christ, and ultimately, through love and total concentration upon God, and unity with Him.

---
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Summary

On some level, charity within this sermon is reflected throughout all discussions of religious practices and the soul’s relationship with Christ. “Caritate” and other affective vocabulary describes that relationship. Charity itself wounds the soul, and the soul responds to this. This response is illustrated by an interpretation of Mary anointing Christ. Therefore charity ultimately leads to intimacy with Christ through reading, meditation and love. Contemplation here is most likely implied, but is not explicitly stated. The contemplative attitude is instrumental, as love is of ultimate importance in perfecting that relationship. Regarding action, Martha symbolizes the superior within the enclosed life who ministers, serves Christ, and is called into active service. Though highly commended, she stands in lower rank to Mary. Departing from other interpretations of these figures, Martha and Mary here do not signify a particular vocation, such as monk or cleric, but a role within the enclosed life.

Conclusions: Premonstratensian teachings on charity, action and contemplation

Anselm, Philip and Adam stand on various points of the spectrum regarding action and contemplation. Anselm’s Epistola advocates a balance of action and contemplation, sharply criticizing monastic contemplative life, since a life without action may lead to a dislike of meditation. In his interpretation, Christ is a teacher balancing both action and contemplation, therefore outranking both Martha and Mary. Anticimenon, however, teaches an ultimate state of contemplation for the elect. Philip considers that action and contemplation may need to be balanced, but envisages a
cyclical scheme whereby reading and meditation serve the purposes of teaching and preaching – active ecclesiastical work. Manual labour can be beneficial if done temporarily, but always out of charity or necessity. Adam in context of the enclosed religious life teaches that meditation helps constitute a relationship with Christ, which is ultimately perfected by love.

To a lesser extent, all three writers refer to charity, at times using affective vocabulary. However, when charity is mentioned, they refer either to work, relationships or the soul. Although some perceive that Anselm invokes charity ironically, he does discuss charity in combination with action as a way of fulfilling the law, as in Epistola. In Anticumnon, his reference to charity elaborates his vision of the relationship between God and the Church: although he speaks of “love for the world,” he teaches that the Church must not only hold to God and to each other in charity, but even extend charity to its enemies. In Knowledge of Clerics, charity interlocks with action: Philip references charity only in relation to work, either for someone else or the Church; this could include teaching and preaching. Otherwise, Philip uses terms associated with “diligo” when discussing reading. Adam’s sermon indicates that the soul is wounded by charity, which serves as a starting point for the soul’s emotional reactions and desire for Christ. However, when constituting that relationship with Christ, Adam uses words such as “affectum”.

Knowledge of Clerics is closest to combining the notions of charity, action and contemplation into an organic whole. Philip clearly envisages the specific purpose of clerics in their work, reading, preaching, teaching, all of which are done for the sake of charity. What unites all these works, however, is a certain didactic tone, although this should not be overstated. Anselm attempts to correct Egbert and teaches goodness of
multiformity, encouraging religious groups; Philip assumes teaching is part of clerical duties; Adam exhorts his readers. To this extent, perhaps inadvertently, they display teaching and edification by word for the sake of another.

---

670 On Premonstratensians teaching others, see Bynum, *Docere*, 195-6.
Final Conclusion

This thesis aimed to view Cistercian and Premonstratensian teachings on charity, action and contemplation. Although to a certain extent all texts contain such teachings, the three terms are rarely viewed together. More often they appear in various combinations such as action and contemplation, charity and contemplation and so forth. Authors cite various biblical passages or other authorities. Where explicit justification is not given, they rely on Scripture, the Church Fathers, classical texts, and also their own experience.

The texts reveal a broad spectrum of teachings concerning action and contemplation, which do not correspond to a particular religious order. For instance, contemplation remains in higher stead for both Adam Scot and Aelred. For Bernard and Philip, contemplation and action must remain in balance, especially within ecclesiastical office. Cistercians demonstrate a more nuanced view of action, referring to spiritual as well as physical activity, while Premonstratensians tend to use it merely in the sense of physical action. All writers refer to charity, but with different emphases and purposes. Generally speaking, Cistercian writers refer to charity explicitly and more often. Some of the texts refer to charity when addressing the reader directly. When discussed as a topic, writers refer to the ultimate end of time (Anselm), human nature and relationships (Aelred), or divine attributes (Anselm and Bernard). Charity is rarely discussed together with action and contemplation by writers from either order. Aelred connects it to the ways to pursue an attachment to neighbour. Among Premonststratensians, Philip is closest to discussing all three terms, teaching that a basic requirement within the clerical profession is reading, preaching and work.
There are a few possible reasons for the differences and similarities between the teachings of both orders. Besides the different professions and circumstances of each author, Cistercians and Premonstratensians followed different Rules, placing different emphases in their religious life. As Bynum notes, they had different ideals of action and contemplation: Cistercians are generally more concerned with the salvation of the self, while Premonstratensians broadly support the idea of helping others. However, the Cistercian texts here clearly display an interest in helping their fellow brothers, whether in papal office or the novitiate.

Monks and regular canons as members of different religious professions reveal a common medieval mentality, as both believe in the importance of the intentions and actions of the soul and body. They share similar exegetical methods, relying on the four senses of Scripture, as well as conviction that the religious life brings closer union with God. Both Cistercians and Premonstratensians were keen at articulating what that religious life meant, explicating the meaning of such terms as “regular canon” and “monk” (cf. Rupert of Deutz, Anselm, Aelred). This necessarily involved discussing action, contemplation and charity as basic aspects of the religious life. Martha and Mary as figures symbolising action and contemplation since the patristic age are used to teach the correct balance between action and contemplation in the religious life. All writers use similar exegetical methods, and are more concerned with practice rather than knowledge for its own sake. Finally, these twelfth-century texts demonstrate medieval humanistic theology, focusing on the inner nature of humans and their relation to God, both individually and as a group within the religious profession. Charity, action and contemplation are fundamental terms within these discussions. Precursors to scholastic theology, these texts distinguish shades of meaning for action, contemplation and
charity but do not categorise these in the manner of scholastic theology. Discussed in no particular order, the writers almost informally demonstrate how to apply these teachings in life. Their ultimate goal was to show their readers how to draw into closer union with God, charity at the centre of the religious life radiating through action and contemplation.
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